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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware
IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.
1

A matched 5 piece Meissen monkey band comprising harpist, double bass, triangle, singer and drummer, all
raised on rococo bases, 3 are 12cm, 1 is 14cm and 1 is 15cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
The drummer has stuck arm and drum

2

Three 19th Century Meissen plates decorated with studies of birds surrounded by insects in a gilt border 20cm
( photo centre pages ) £80-120
1 plate is stuck

3

A 19th Century Potschappel centrepiece, the pierced basket encrusted with flowers, the base with 4 figures,
30cm £80-120
The basket is cracked and restuck, there are petals and flowers missing

4

A Jenny Winstanley cat with glass eyes, model no.2, 16cm £30-40

5

A Goebel money bank in the form of a mouse sitting on a slipper no.50075 with key, 14cm £30-40

6

A 19th Century Samson group of a shepherd, shepherdess and sheep raised on a rococo base 23cm £40-60
All hands are chipped and the basket handle is missing

7

A 19th Century Sunderland lustre plaque "Thou God Seest me" 23cm £30-40

8

A pair of 19th Century Paris porcelain 2 handled vases decorated with panels of figures beneath an arcaded
terrace with gilt mask handles, raised on claw feet 26cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
One vase has a stuck handle

9

A pair of Swaziland Nowenta coloured glass bookends in the form of rhinoceros 10cm together with a Studio
Glass horse 14cm £40-60

10

A Victorian green glass waisted decanter with silver collar 34cm, London 1897 £40-60
The base is cracked

11

A Paris porcelain jug decorated with a Continental harbour scene with boats and figures 20cm £50-75

12

A ceramic cornucopia in a gilt rams head holder, raised on a white marble base 22cm, the cornucopia and
base are chipped £40-60

13

A pair of 19th Century Derby style figure groups of a lady and gentleman seated beneath a tree 22cm
£100-150
There is some minor damage to the leaves

14

A pair of Samson style figures - Asia and Africa, one with a camel at her feet, the other a lion, raised on rococo
bases 22cm, a similar of Europa 23cm £100-150
Asia has been restored and is chipped, Africa is chipped and Europa is chipped

15

A 19th Century German table salt in the form of a gentleman wearing a satchell raised on a rococo base 22cm,
ditto of a female fruit seller 23cm £30-40
The first item has a damaged hand and is chipped, the 2nd item is chipped

16

A German figure of a gentleman holding aloft a basket of flowers on a rococo base 28cm, a ditto figure of a
dancing couple 16cm £30-40
Both are damaged
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17

A 19th Century Chelsea Derby porcelain figure of John Milton standing beside a column with 3 stacked books
and open scroll raised on a rococo base 29cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
1 finger is chipped and his bowed shoes are chipped

18

A 19th Century Derby figure of the season Summer with a lady holding a sheaf of corn with a vase and cup at
her base, raised on a rococo bottom, 36cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150
This figure has been heavily restored

19

A pair of Delft square candlesticks decorated with panels of boats and figures 23cm £50-70
Both have damage

20

A Lalique entwined heart paperweight - Cenorier Anna, etched marks 6cm, boxed £60-80

21

A Royal Doulton figure - Midienette HN2090 18cm £30-40

22

A Royal Doulton figure - Sweet Maid HN1504 20cm £20-30
Star crack to the base

23

A pair of Victorian Royal Worcester centre pieces in the form of shells supported by swans on floral bases
19cm £40-60

24

A Royal Copenhagen figure of a reclining mermaid 1212 20cm £40-60

25

A Royal Copenhagen squat vase decorated with butterflies and flowers 9cm, a squat ditto decorated with
flowers 6cm £30-40

26

A German figure of a lady holding a parrot in her hand 13cm, ditto of a washer woman on a round base 15cm
£30-40
The 2nd item is chipped

27

Four Royal Doulton figures - Ninette HN3215 9cm, Sunday Best HN3218 9cm, Dinky Do HN1678 9cm and
Fragrance HN3220 9cm £30-40

28

Two Royal Doulton figures - Sweet Anne HN1496 20cm and Christmas Morn HN1992 20cm £30-40

29

A Beswick figure of a King Charles Spaniel 13cm and a Melba Ware figure of a Cocker Spaniel 17cm £30-40

30

A Continental 19th Century faceted amber glass ewer with plated metal mounts 29cm £30-40

31

A pair of Continental Majolica figures with lady and gentleman chess players raised on rococo bases 37cm
£30-40
The gentleman has a missing hand and the ladies head has come off

32

A Webb cut glass circular baluster rose vase 17cm £30-50

33

A set of 5 Wade Nat West pig money banks £30-50

34

A German cylindrical lava vase with geometric decoration 40cm £30-40

35

A Royal Brierley opalescent pedestal vase 12cm, a similar baluster vase 9cm and a Wedgwood paperweight
10cm £40-60

36

A pair of early 20th Century Continental figures of a lady and gentleman holding masks 19cm £30-50
Both have very minor chips

37

A near pair of Royal Doulton baluster vases 24cm and 23cm £20-30

38

A Murano glass clown 26cm £30-40

39

A stylish Denby Studio Pottery ewer 30cm, a bulbous ditto 30cm £30-40

40

A Wedgwood Ice Rose box and cover, 1 other, a jar and lid, 2 vases and a Wedgwood glass vase £24-34

41

Three Carlton Ware leaf shaped lobster dishes 25cm, 3 circular ditto and 2 other dishes £30-50

42

A 19th Century oval centre bowl with diamond shaped base 20cm £30-40

43

A pair of Victorian style cranberry glass vases with wavy rims 17cm, a similar glass and vase £30-40

44

A gilt decorated ceramic plaque of a young lady bearing a monogram 18cm x 12cm £30-40
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45

An Art Deco suite of amber glassware comprising 2 baluster decanters, 6 totts, 6 wines and 6 large wines
£40-60

46

A pair of early 20th Century Dutch circular porcelain plaques decorated with ladies in a coastal setting 36cm
£40-60

47

A 19th Century baluster decanter and stopper 20cm, 2 other decanters £30-40

48

A pair of Portmeirion Botanic Gardens baluster vases 21cm £30-40

49

A pair of Edwardian cut glass comports with baluster stems 20cm £30-40
Both have very minor chips

50

Two Victorian blue and white meat plates decorated with a river landscape with figures and buildings 46cm
and 40cm and a similar meat plate 45cm £40-60

51

A Denby Studio jug 18cm, a ditto jug 14cm and a ribbed vase £30-40

52

An Edwardian pale turquoise and gilt decorated cabaret set comprising 2 handled tray, 5 coffee cups and 6
saucers together with a coffee pot £40-60

53

A suite of cut glass table glassware comprising 9 liqueur glasses, 13 sherry glasses, 13 small wines, 5 medium
wines and 11 large wine glasses, together with 6 dessert bowls and 2 jugs £50-75
9 glasses have minor chips

54

A Victorian red glass lustre with clear glass drops 24cm and minor coloured glassware £30-40

55

A Denby Studio Pottery baluster vase 24cm and 2 others £30-40

56

A Murano style glass fish 35cm, a scent bottle, frosted figure of a mermaid and a fruit bowl £30-40

57

A rectangular cut glass spirit decanter with silver collar 22cm, a mallet shaped ditto 30cm £30-40

58

A Denby Studio Pottery squat baluster vase 20cm, a cylindrical ditto £30-40

59

A set of 8 small hock wine glasses with green stems 18cm £30-40

60

A Royal Doulton Art Deco part coffee set comprising 10 octagonal coffee cups, 14 saucers, a cream jug and
sugar bowl £30-40
1 coffee cup and the sugar bowl are cracked

61

A Grosvenor china part coffee set comprising 5 coffee cans and 5 saucers, together with a Royal Worcester
Roanoke part coffee set - 6 coffee cups, 6 saucers, milk jug, sugar bowl and coffee pot £30-50

62

A Studio Glass goblet shaped vase 20cm, a triangular bowl and an Art Deco light fitting £20-30

63

An Edwardian dressing table set comprising tray, pair of candlesticks, 2 boxes and a pin tray together with 2
other boxes £30-40

64

A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part tea set comprising teapot, milk jug, sugar bowl, 6 tea cups, 6 saucers,
6 small plates, 7 medium plates, 1 sandwich plate, 2 tier cake stand, salt and pepper £60-90

65

A Royal Albert Memory Lane tea, coffee and dinner service comprising milk jug, 8 tea cups (3 seconds), 8
saucers, 7 dinner plates (6 seconds), 7 dessert bowls (1 second), 2 shell shaped dishes, 5 two handled bowls
(4 seconds), 6 saucers (1 second and 1 is a/f), 8 small plates (6 seconds), 8 medium plates (6 seconds), a
sugar bowl (a/f) and the following which are all seconds - teapot, cream jug, meat plate, sauce boat stand,
tureen (no lid), 2 soup bowls, 2 vegetable dishes, a salad bowl, a sandwich bowl, serving plate £40-60

66

A Royal Doulton Berkshire pattern tea set comprising teapot, 8 tea cups, 6 saucers, 6 small plates, 6 medium
plates, 1 sandwich plate, milk jug, sugar bowl, minor china £30-50

67

Four Wade Nat West pig money banks £26-36

68

A boxed Wade Official International Collectors Club figure of Cinderella 2001 9.5cm together with a set of
Wade Animates crackers "World of Dogs" contained in original box £30-40

70

A Tiffany & Co glass bulbous jug 22cm £30-40

71

A 1960's Meissen white glazed bamboo effect tapered vase 32cm £30-50
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72

A pair of Georgian hobnail cut glasses £30-50

73

A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part tea set comprising teapot, 6 tea cups, 6 saucers, 6 small plates, a
sandwich plate, milk jug and sugar bowl £50-70

74

Four Waterford crystal small tumblers 9cm £30-50

75

A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern table cigarette lighter, a ditto base, ditto penguin paperweight (stuck beak)
and a Herend pot and cover £30-40

76

Two Moorcroft box lids decorated with flowers, framed 12cm x 10cm £20-30

77

A Studio Glass scent bottle 20cm and minor Studio glassware £30-40

78

A Royal Doulton Carnation pattern coffee and dinner service comprising coffee pot, 6 coffee cans, 6 saucers, 8
small plates, 8 medium plates, 6 dinner plates, a sandwich plate, 6 dessert bowls, 5 soup bowls, a sauce boat
and stand, 2 tureens and lids, milk jug, 8 napkin rings, 2 condiments £60-80

79

A Waterford Crystal cut glass lantern with brass base 28cm £50-75

80

A Lladro group of a boy hugging a donkey 20cm £50-75

81

A Lladro figure of an angel and dove 8533 27cm £50-75

82

A Lladro figure of a bird sitting on a flower 14cm £30-50

83

A Lladro figure of a girl wearing a bonnet 19cm £30-40

84

A Lladro group of 2 geese no.8039 20cm £30-40

85

A Royal Worcester figure - Queen Elizabeth I no.171 of 4500 24cm, ditto Summer no.3046 of 7500 24cm, ditto
Rosie Picking Apples 3002 of 9500 20cm, ditto Debutant 19cm and 1 other Autumn no.2524 of 7500 24cm
£40-60

86

Four Royal Worcester figures - The Milk Maid no.379/9500 22cm, Winter no.2414 of 7500 25cm, Shepherdess
no.1951 of 9500 20cm and Spring no.1717 of 7500 25m £40-60

87

A pair of Art Nouveau amethyst glass gilt decorated vases 29cm, a triangular ditto 28cm £50-70
All 3 are chipped

88

A modern Spode Italian dinner, tea and coffee service comprising 12 mugs, 2 tea cups, 8 small plates, 4
medium plates, 6 dinner plates, sandwich plate, 6 dessert bowls, 6 soup bowls, a trefoil dish, biscuit barrel and
cover, measuring jug, sauce boat and stand, an oval pie dish anda commemorative plate £100-150

89

A Wedgwood Medici pattern dinner and tea service comprising 8 tea cups, 8 saucers, teapot, sugar bowl,
cream jug, 12 small plates, 8 medium plates, 8 dinner plates, 8 dessert bowls, 8 soup bowls, 3 vegetable
dishes, meat plate, sandwich plate, a sauce boat chipped and stand £100-150

90

A Coalport figure - Best Friends no.1763 of 12500 22cm, a Royal Worcester figure Love no.4246 of 9500 26cm
£26-36

91

A 19th Century style figure of a standing lady with peacock 26cm and 3 other figure groups £30-40

92

A Victorian ceramic oil lamp with floral reservoir and pink glass shade raised on a quatrefoil brass base, having
a lear chimney 65cm £150-200

93

A Tanware teapot with incised flowers and script 16cm, a dark tan ditto 12cm £40-60

94

A Imari scalloped dish with panels of flowers 30cm £30-50

95

A modern Chinese baluster vase decorated with peaches and bats 38cm £40-60

96

A pair of shell shaped Imari scalloped dishes decorated with exotic birds 23cm, a ditto plate decorated flowers
20cm £30-40

98

A Chinese Tanware teapot decorated with a landscape view and script 14cm £40-60

99

A modern Chinese bulbous jar and cover decorated with exotic birds amongst trees 25cm £30-50

100

An 18th Century style Chinese flared neck bowl decorated with flowers 25cm £30-40
There is a minor chip to the foot
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101

A 19th Century Chinese shallow dish decorated with flowers 26cm £30-40
The border is fritted and the dish is cracked

102

Two Chinese turquoise glazed figures of Shi Shi, each with a small Shi Shi beneath his paw, raised on
rectangular bases 23cm £100-150
Both are chipped

103

A Chinese fluted bowl decorated with flowers and Mons, bearing a Daoguang mark, 17cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

104

A pair of 18th Century Chinese famille rose style octagonal plates decorated with peony, 23cm £30-50
One plate has two minor chips to the rim. Both are otherwise in good condition.

105

An 18th Century Chinese blue and white mug decorated with a panel of landscape, having a later metal
handle, 12cm £30-40

106

A Chinese famille rose plate decorated with 3 ladies on a terrace 34cm £40-60

107

An Imari platter decorated with a central panel of flowers surrounded by panels of insects, birds and flowers
40cm £50-75
There are minor chips to the rim

108

A pair of modern Chinese yellow ground vases and covers decorated flowers 35cm £50-60

109

Two 1937 engraved commemorative mugs 13cm, a lidded jar and cover and 2 fruit bowls £40-50
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc
Please note / We have a collection of First World War Propaganda posters in
this auction, due to their fragility they will not be on view. However large high
resolution printed photographs will be on display at the auction rooms.
151

Two Milbrow brass centrepin fishing reels 7cm, a brass centrepin fishing reel with horn handle 6.5cm together
with 3 other fishing reels £30-40

152

A pair of Hardy boot/wader hangers marked Hardy £30-40

153

A Mitchell 330 Otomatic match fishing reel in original plastic case and a Mitchell 300 reel in plastic case £30-40

154

A 1920's Hardy Brothers "The Perfect" 3 5/8" trout fishing reel with smooth brass foot and horn handle £40-60

155

A 1930's Hardy Eureka 3 1/2" coarse fishing reel with brass foot and twin ebony handles £40-60

156

A late 19th Century Bernard & Sons 4 1/2" brass salmon fishing reel with horn handle £60-80

157

A Hardy circular fishing line box, ditto marked Bearsden, 3 fly fishing boxes by Wheatley, 3 metal fly boxes and
a plastic fly box £30-50

158

Two Penn 49 deep sea fishing reels, 1 with narrow drum, 1 with wide drum and 2 1930's Brother multiplier
fishing reels £30-40

159

Three Hardy style fishing lure boxes containing various lures etc £40-60

160

Farlows of London, a Fairlight 3 1/2" trout fishing reel built by J W Young £40-60

161

An Orvis Clearwater 3 1/2" trout fishing reel and a British fly reel - rim fly boxed £30-40

162

A wooden Starback centre pin 2 1/2" fishing reel, contained in a metal case, 1 other Starback 4 1/2" centre pin
mahogany and brass fishing reel and 2 wooden centre pin reels £30-40

163

An Allcocks fly fishing box, 2 Wheatley boxes, a Norris Shakespeare fly box, a metal fly box, a leather fly
wallet and 5 Orvis fly boxes, all containing flies £30-40

164

A Sportsfish canvas fishing reel case containing 2 Rimfly fly fishing reels, a Leeda fly reel, a Shakespeare
Pflueger medallist centrepin reel, a Shakespeare Alpha 2528 reel, a Ganat reel, a fly reel no.2049 and an
Adder reel together with various spools £30-40

165

A Pflueger Medallist centrepin fishing reel, a Condex centrepin reel, a centrepin reel marked Wye Mk.1, a
Circle centrepin reel, a brass 3" centrepin fishing reel with horn handle and an Abu lure box with small quantity
of fishing tackle £30-40

166

A plastic cantilever box containing a collection of Hardy and other vintage fishing lures and bait mounts £30-40

167

A Hardy metal cased thermometer, a pair of Hardy combined scissors/pliers and a ditto fishing
priest/discourger £30-40

168

A Helical Twin casting fishing reel complete with original box £30-40

169

A Hardy Brothers canvas and leather fishing bag with netted front and 2 net rings £30-40

170

A Penn Seamaster 200M fishing reel boxed, a Sportex Ocean 55 reel, a Mitchell 302 saltwater reel, a Penn
No.285 reel, an Abu Ambassadeur 9000C, a Flight 160 and a Shakespeare Mk.2 graphite reel £40-60

171

A Brady canvas and leather fishing tackle bag containing leather Army & Navy fly wallet, two other fly wallets,
a box of approx. 50 fishing floats, hooks, etc, etc £40-60

172

A Hardy "The Coquet" 2 piece boat/pier fishing rod £30-40

173

A JJS Walker Bampton of Alnwick 13' two piece split cane salmon fishing rod with 2 tips in a cloth bag £30-40

174

A Hardy Brothers 1930's gold medal 10'6" two section fly fishing rod circa 1930 £30-40

175

An Orvis 10' graphite 3 piece salmon 9 weight fishing rod, contained in makers bag and metal tube £40-60
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176

An Angus split cane fly/spin combination fishing rod contained in a fabric bag £30-40

177

A Forrest of Kelso split cane salmon fishing rod with 2 tips and a similar 3 piece trout rod, both in cloth bags
£30-40

178

An Allcocks Record Breaker split cane fishing rod in original bag and a split cane coarse rod in blue cloth bag
£30-40

179

A Hardy Brothers 8' LRH 2 piece split cane spinning fishing rod with agate butt and tip rings, red and green
binding, contained in original cloth bag £30-40

180

Docherty of Donegal, a 10', 3 piece split cane fly fishing rod in a cloth bag together with an 8', 2 piece split
cane fly rod in a black cloth bag £30-40

181

An 19th Century Coalbrookdale style cast iron serpent and twig pattern white painted wrought iron garden
bench (arms missing) 182cm h x 131cm w 67cm d £100-150
Other examples of this bench have arms and either a cast seat or slats. This bench has no arms and there is
no seat at all. The bench has a bracing bar fixed to the base of the right hand leg. There are no obvious
foundry marks or numbers

182

A French Rococo 19th Century style gilt metal fire curb incorporating 2 end urns 56cm h x 139cm w x 15cm d
£120-160
The centre section has 2 repairs

183

A bottle of 1996 vintage Moet & Chandon Millesime rose champagne boxed £30-40

184

A bottle of 1976 Chateau Guiraud 1er Cru Sauternes (low in the neck), a bottle of 1998 Chateau Barreyres
Haut-Medoc (high in the neck), a bottle of 1991 Chateau La Grave Bordeaux, a bottle of 1988 Chateau Peyre
Lebade and 2 bottles of 1991 Chateauneuf Du Pape (low on neck) £40-60

185

A bottle of 1974 Jerzu Vino Rosso, a bottle of Fino Tesoro sherry and a bottle of Sea Lord finest rum £20-30

186

A bottle of 1992 Cotes de Bergerac, a bottle of 1992 Muscadet de Sevre et Maine, 2 bottle of 1994 Rosato
vino Giovane, a bottle of 1996 Veramonte chardonnay, bottle of 1997 Lindemans Bin 65, bottle of Hanwood
estate wine, bottle of 2002 Ernest and Julio Gallo cabernet sauvignon, bottle of 2003 Jacobs Creek grenache
shiraz, bottle of La Tourelle claret, bottle of claret, 2 unlabelled bottles of wine £40-60

187

A bottle of Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin champagne boxed, bottle of Oudinot rose champagne boxed and a
bottle of Gilbert Raulet champagne £30-40

188

A bottle of Graham's 1994 late bottled vintage port, bottle of Cockburn's 1996, a bottle of Cockburns finest ruby
port and a bottle of Sandeman Founders Reserve port £30-50

189

Six bottles of Perrier-Jouet champagne £80-120

190

A bottle of Mumm Cordon Rouge champagne, a bottle of Chevalier de Melline champagne, a bottle of Marie
Demets champagne and a small bottle of Laurent-Perrier champagne £30-40

191

A Benin bronze of a seated figure 26cm x 14cm x 15cm £40-60

192

A 19th Century Benham and Froud oval copper jelly mould with circular mark numbered 643, 10cm x 14cm x
10cm £60-80

193

A GPO "line tester" with silvered dial marked GPO 8773 contained in a mahogany lancet shaped case, some
dents and contact marks to the edges £30-40

194

A pair of Victorian brass ecclesiastical style candlesticks with wavy rims and deep sconces 33cm h x 14cm
£30-50

195

A 19th Century oval copper jelly mould marked 45, 12cm x 16cm x 12cm £50-75

196

A 19th/20th Century Japanese lacquered photograph album, the cover decorated a rickshaw £30-40
There is damage to the spine and binding

197

A pair of domed copper jelly moulds marked 516, 14cm x 11cm diam. £40-60
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198

An engraved Turkish coffee pot 33cm, a pewter plate with bracketed border, the reverse with touch marks
24cm, an oval pewter dish the reverse with touch marks and bracket border 27cm, 2 pewter beakers
monogrammed 10cm (some dents), a pair of pewter half pint measures the bases marked Hampton, a
miniature coffee pot and sugar bowl £20-30

199

An Art Nouveau dresser style copper tea kettle, raised on a wrought iron stand, the kettle handle marked
RD93257 (burner missing) £30-50

200

Two pairs of Art Nouveau embossed metal door finger plates, 2 pairs of Art Deco brown Bakelite door finger
plates and 4 various embossed metal door plates £30-40

201

A Victorian brass fire curb 29cm h x 139cm w x 28cm d together with a pair of matching fire dogs, tongs and
poker, an associated pierced brass trivet and a pair of fire tongs £80-120

202

A pair of Chinese carved hardwood figures of standing warriors 48cm x 16cm x 13cm, the base with seal mark
£40-60

203

A 19th Century Benham and Froud circular copper jelly mould with sceptre mark and numbered 295, 11cm x
14cm diam. £60-80

204

Pau Marcell, a bronzed figure group of 2 standing ladies raised on a square base 44cm x 15cm x 15cm £40-60

205

A gilt painted carved wooden figure of standing Buddha 44cm h x 10cm w x 9cm d £30-40

206

A 19th Century oval copper jelly mould marked 183 10cm x 15cm x 10cm £50-75

207

A 19th Century circular copper and brass kettle with acorn finial 22cm h x 11cm diam. together with a Victorian
brass hot water carrier base marked JM8 (light dent and soldering to handle is loose) 27cm x 35cm x 13cm d
£30-40

208

A pair of Art Deco pink veined marble bookends decorated walking pheasants 12cm x 14cm x 8cm £30-40

209

A Hockley brass miner's safety lamp £30-40

211

A bottle of 1989 Perrier-Jouet Belle Epoque champagne, cased and with 4 glasses £50-75

212

A black Bakelite dial telephone, the base marked 332F S 56/3A £30-40
Buttons are stuck down

213

Two Nigerian carved hardwood masks 36cm x 22cm, 2 ditto carved portrait busts of a lady and gentleman
20cm x 6cm x 8cm, 4 carved hardwood paperknives and a spoon £40-60

214

A carved Aboriginal figure of a standing warrior 15cm x 6cm, (some chips to the feet area) together with a
carved Aboriginal staff of a seated man 47cm (some chips to the back) £30-50

215

A Model 7 avometer with carrying case £30-40

216

A Prussian flag 80cm x 180cm £30-40
There are numerous holes and tears to the flag

217

A polished steel corkscrew with turned bone handle and brush, a 19th Century polished steel and turned wood
corkscrew with spike and brush, 1 other corkscrew £50-75

218

A 19th Century steel champagne wire cutter, the end fitted a brush, a 19th Century steel ratchet corkscrew, a
novelty folding champagne/bottle opener in the form of a champagne cork fitted with 2 blades and a corkscrew
with horn grip marked champagne Dalizon and Fils Chalons/Marne (crack to the horn grip) £40-60

219

A 19th Century polished steel corkscrew, a folding corkscrew, a travelling corkscrew marked George Smith
from Dad, a German multi purpose tool/corkscrew, a bodkin, screw driver, gimlet and pair of tweezers, a
French cork extractor marked Le Pratique Paris and a champagne spicket £30-50

220

A 19th Century Kings patent corkscrew with bone handle and brush ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

221

A 19th Century rectangular Tunbridge Ware box the lid with floral and geometric decoration 3cm x 9cm x 6cm
(some sections missing) £20-30
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222

A 19th Century circular copper jelly mould marked 272 S&P 8cm x 10cm £40-60

223

A pair of gilt metal tortoiseshell effect opera glasses contained in a red fabric purse £30-40

225

A 19th Century circular copper ring mould 8cm x 9cm £50-75

226

A surveying aneroid barometer with silvered dial marked Surveying Aneroid Compensated 8cm £30-40

227

A pair of brass twin handled milk churns 4cm x 2cm, a Hughes pocket spring balance, 2 Continental style
miniature brass spades, two ditto rakes and two ditto dibbers £30-40

228

A Stanley no.78 rebate plane, a Stanley no.90 thumb plane and a Record thumb plane £30-40

229

A Stanley no.8 jack plane £30-40

230

A Record no.04 smoothing plane, a Spinney no.5 smoothing plane, a PM no.10 smoothing plane and a Lewin
rebate plane £30-40

231

A Chinese brass abacus 13cm x 5cm, a Chinese brass club shaped vase 13cm x 5cm, two Chinese brass
scholars weights, a Chinese perpetual calendar, an Israeli circular gilt metal dish, chamber stick and sipper
£30-40

232

A WWII German mess tin marked MN44 together with ditto water bottle and cup, lid to water bottle missing
£30-40

233

A German WWI mauser bayonet with scabbard £60-80
Point to bayonet is blunted

234

A collection of World War Two schrapnel £30-40

235

A World War Two Air Ministry distribute bonds H/Q quadrant together with a pair of Carl Zeiss 6x30 field
glasses marked 1185181 in carrying case marked Captain J H Roberts MC 1st OBS Fire, C.A.A. 1926 £30-40

236

A pair of C P Goerz German binoculars marked Traieder Bincole £30-40
There is a chip to the left hand plastic side piece

237

Four various Post Office Savings money boxes, 1 with key, 4 GPO circular brass weights - 4 ozs, 2 ozs, 1oz
and 1/2oz £30-40

238

A Swiss paper knife in the form of a bayonet, the 14cm blade marked Pauroux FR Chexbres, a brass match
slip, childs spoon and pusher, table lighter in the form of a standing knight and other minor curios £30-40

239

A Korean circular gilt metal jar and cover 9cm x 21cm £30-40

240

A 19th Century German porcelain headed doll with open and shutting eyes, open mouth, the head incised 50 (f
and r) together with a 19th Century German leather jointed dolls body marked Unzerbrechlich Hand Ges.
Geschutzt 41cm £50-75

241

A brown Steiff bear with articulated limbs 9cm with stud to ear, a felt figure of a black poodle the base marked
MC West German original 5cm x 5cm and a felt figure of a grey poodle 6cm £40-60

242

A Steiff figure of a white teddy bear with stud to ear 15cm, ditto elephant 4cm marked G310,0 and a similar
rabbit (no stud to ear) 16cm £70-90

243

A Steiff figure of Goldie Hamster with ear stud marked 2155/12 13cm and a Steiff figure of a deer 12cm (stud
to ear missing) £40-60

244

A felt figure of a standing Mortimer Mouse 27cm (head sewn back on at the neck) £50-75

245

A Steiff style figure of a monkey 27cm, a mohair teddy bear 21cm and a figure of a standing Airedale terrier
26cm £40-60

246

A quantity of aluminum dolls house cooking utensils comprising kettle, dust pan, rectangular roasting tray, 3
twin handled saucepans, 4 twin handled saucepans, a jug and 2 saucepans £40-60

247

A 1950's Birdseye Maple dolls house bedroom suite comprising double bed, wardrobe, dressing table with
mirror over, pair of bedside cabinets and a 1930's style 3 piece suite, a bentwood sofa and armchair, a rocking
crib containing 4 celluloid dolls, table lamp, table and a Josephine spin dryer £30-50
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248

A Schylling Collection "The Sir Ian's Bluebird Land Speed Record Car" boxed, complete with certificate and
key £40-60

249

A Dinky no.480 Kodak Bedford delivery van (chips to paint), a Dinky 555 fire engine, Dinky 255 Big Bedford
van, Dinky no.582 Pullmore car transporter, Dinky Daimler ambulance and a Dinky model Commer breakdown
van (all play worn) £30-40

250

A 1960's Tudor Rose plastic model till boxed, a child's Rutland kitchen stove boxed (box worn) and a Sunny
battery operated electric mixer, boxed and a Wellfreeze tin plate refrigerator boxed, a Beat The Clock Game, a
Noddy plywood jigsaw puzzle etc (all boxes are showing signs of deterioration) £30-40

251

Fifteen Matchbox Collectable model cars and 3 Corgi Classic commercial vehicles £30-40

252

54 various Oxford diecast models and a Yorkshire Tea model £40-50

253

A KW doll, the head marked KW 12251G, 2 other dolls £30-40

254

A Fleischmann 6345 train set boxed and an Fleischmann HO locomotive and tender boxed £30-50

255

Three Fleischmann train carriages, ditto truck, ditto level crossing, various items of track and a Hornby R199
mainline station etc £30-50

256

A Hornby OO gauge clockwork locomotive (f), a Hornby Dublo tank engine and a small collection of rolling
stock, a Hornby 180 viaduct boxed £30-40

257

Fifteen Britains animal figures - 2 cows, 3 bulls, seated cow (horn f), black pig, piglet, seated calf, Turkey, 2
ducks, 2 geese, figure of a farm lady together with a plywood farmyard £30-40

258

A Mamiya C3 camera 216164 and a Mamiya-Sekor 1:3,5 F=65mm lens £50-75

259

A 1930's Glunz German folding camera, a Rollei folding camera, a Rollei standard 35mm camera, a West
German King Regular CITA III 35mm camera, an Agfa Isola 1 camera, an Agfa 2000 and other cameras
£40-60

260

A bronze cold painted figure of a dog 2cm, ditto lizard 3cm and a bronze figure of 3 piglets at the trough 2cm,
4cm and 2cm £50-75

261

A bronze figure of a carp 5cm, bronze figure of a lion 9cm and a reproduction gilt metal vesta case in the form
of a hare 6cm £50-75

262

W Ottway, a World War One brass gun sight marked 11410 W Ottway and Company Ltd Ealing 1917, 51cm
long £50-75

263

Oustin, a resin figure of a standing Samurai warrior no.3533, raised on a rectangular base 49cm h x 24cm w x
32cm d £40-60

264

A pair of Regency style circular bronze candlesticks with dolphin supports raised on triform bases 12cm h x
12cm w £30-40

265

A 19th Century Imperial pewter pint tankard of waisted form, a pewter tankard by James Yates and 2 other
pewter tankards one with glass bottom set 3 dice by Cogent £30-40

266

Four gilt metal cabriole ball and claw bath supports 24cm x 18cm £30-40

267

A pair of Victorian style pierced and gilt metal pricket wall brackets 28cm x 31cm £30-40

268

An Esso Blue Paraffin double sided advertising sign 46cm x 56cm ( photo centre pages ) £130-160
There is some damage to the enamelling in places

269

A blue enamelled double sided advertising sign - Use Royal Daylight Oil 46cm x 55cm £130-160
Some pitting and corrosion to the enamel in places

270

A 1940/50's enamelled sign for the County Library Weybourne Centre Friday 2.30-5.00pm 56cm x 33cm
£30-50

271

A 1970's enamelled advertising sign for Lyons Maid Ice Cream "Take a Pack Home" 76cm h x 25cm w £50-75
Some slight rust to the edge
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272

A Pratt's green painted pressed metal petrol can (some dents and rust), an Esso ditto, four glass Esso Motor
Oil bottles, a Vacuum Oil Company and Exon Mobile Company 130th anniversary pressed metal table model,
an Esso flint tin and a miniature crate of Coca Cola bottles (1 missing) £40-60

273

A bronze figure of a standing Virgin Mary and Christ child 40cm x 9cm x 9cm £50-75

274

A circular pewter inkwell 9cm x 15cm diam. £30-40
There is no glass liner

275

After Turili, an Art Nouveau painted plaster head and shoulders bust of a classical girl, the back marked 560,
54cm x 39cm £60-90

276

A circular Egyptian brass and inlaid copper charger 46cm diam. together with a brass charger 58cm diam.
£40-60

277

A buffalo horn 72cm x 15cm £40-60

278

A plaster model of a Barbel contained in a wooden case in naturalistic surroundings 37cm h x 73cm w x 20cm
d £50-75

279

A 1930's cold painted spelter table lighter in the form of a highwayman 24cm h x 19cm w x 9.5cm £40-60
Some paint loss to the coat

280

A 19th Century Continental oak and brass trinket box with hinged lid, the body cast Medieval market scenes
and raised on knights helmet supports 11cm x 26cm x 15cm £40-60
1 leg has a repair

281

James Dixon, a lidded pewter pint tankard, 3 other pewter pint tankards and a lidded pewter jug £30-40

282

A Victorian brass railed fire curb 18cm h x 133cm w x 32cm d £30-40

283

A Steiff figure of a racoon 10cm, a Steiff XS teddy bear 1998 6cm boxed and Pauline Cockril "The Bear
Encyclopedia" £40-60

284

A Steiff limited edition bear "Cha Cha' no. 1108 complete with certificate and bag £40-60

285

A Steiff limited edition bear "English Rose" no.0997 complete with certificate and bag £40-60

286

A Steiff Paddington Bear 30cm boxed £50-75

287

A Steiff limited edition Snowman with Raven 18cm complete with certificate no.02160 boxed £40-60

288

A Steiff limited edition Pluto ornament no. 01216 with certificate and box £40-60

289

A Steiff limited edition Christmas deer 20cm no.00518 boxed £40-60
cellophane to box is loose

290

A Steiff 1995 British Collectors limited edition brown tipped 35 teddy bear no.01418 boxed and with certificate
£40-60

291

A Jean Ashburne bear bits limited edition rabbit "Liquorice" no.1 of 1, 28cm together with a ditto bear "Vashti"
11 of 30, 30cm and 2 Jill Hussey "Something's Brewing" limited edition bears "Little Bear" 5 of 15 13cm and
Elton John no. 4 of 5 £40-60

292

A Deans limited edition Pooh Bear no.483 31cm complete with bag, ditto Piglet no.0146 19cm and a
Merrythought bear 30cm £40-50

293

A 19th Century circular copper copper 21cm h x 72cm diam. £150-200

294

A Radio Rentals model RR57 radio contained in a brown and white Bakelite case £30-50

295

A bottle of Taylors 1975 vintage port £40-60

296

A bottle of 1985 Chateau Saint-Christoly Medoc (wine just on the shoulder) £30-40

297

A bottle of Warre's 1977 vintage port £40-60

298

A bronze figure of a standing Staffordshire Bull Terrier, raised on a rectangular marble base 20cm h x 28cm w
x 12cm d £40-60
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299

A dapple grey rocking horse on a beech stand 109cm h x 134cm w x 34cm d £200-250
The bottom jaw of the horse is missing, there is a split to the top of the right hand leg, a section of timber is
missing to the top of the left hand leg

300

Robert Thompson (The Mouseman ), a carved oak ashtray, decorated a mouse 3cm x 10cm x 7.5cm £40-60

301

A pair of Victorian brass spiral turned candlesticks 30cm £30-50

302

An Art Deco cold painted bronze and marble ashtray decorated a figure of pheasant 12cm x 14cm x 10cm
£70-90
Some chips to the base

303

A Tann-Geor lighter, a Ronson lighter and 5 other lighters £30-40

304

A pair of 17th Century bell metal candlesticks, raised on tapered bases 10cm x 5cm (1 slightly bent) together
with a pair of Regency brass candlesticks with engraved decoration 23cm (1 has damage to the sconce)
£50-75

305

An Eastern embossed brass vase of thistle form 17cm x 18cm, an Eastern brass jardiniere 9cm x 10cm, 3
circular Eastern copper ashtrays and stand £30-40

306

A pair of gilt metal and mother of pearl opera glasses £30-50

307

A pair of 19th Century Japanese black and floral patterned vases with ribbed decoration 18cm x 5cm £80-120
Some dents to the base

308

A miners Protector type 6 safety lamp £40-60

309

A pair of 17th/18th Century bell metal candlesticks of hexagonal form 20cm x 10cm (1 slightly bent) £60-80

310

An Eastern embossed melon shaped vase decorated panels 20cm x 10cm together with an Indian circular
brass bowl 6cm x 26cm £30-40

311

A Canadian carved hardwood figure of a standing maize harvester 47cm x 13cm x 14cm £30-40

312

A copper helmet shaped coal scuttle with swing handle £30-50

313

A set of costermongers iron scales complete with weights £50-75

314

A rectangular bronzed plaque, the Triumvirate 39cm x 29cm and 1 other plaque of a standing golfer 27cm x
19cm £30-40

315

A 19th Century box iron, a Fletcher Russell and Company gas iron and a paraffin iron and stand £50-75

316

A 19th Century polished steel and brass fender raised on bun feet 21cm x 47cm x 23cm £50-75

317

A good quality contemporary dappled grey rocking horse 120cm h x 150cm l x 50cm w, raised on an ebonised
base ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

318

A 19th Century brass and iron 12 section umbrella stand 62cm x 50cm x 23cm £40-60
Slight bow to the top and some rust

319

A Regency style gilt metal table lamp raised on 4 paw supports with triform base 40cm x 19cm £40-60

320

A gilt metal girandole with oval plate mirror to the centre, fitted 2 candlesticks 51cm x 30cm, £40-60
Tthe mirror showing signs of deterioration and 2 holes to the scones

321

A pair of Art Deco marble and glass bookends incorporating photograph frames 20cm x 19cm x 8cm £30-50
Chips to the edges in places

322

A pair of 19th Century iron fire dogs 48cm x 24cm x 50cm together with an associated basket 15cm x 75cm x
40cm £50-75

323

An Austrian style cold painted bronze figure of a standing stag 5cm x 5cm £40-60

324

A pair of 19th Century brass candlesticks with knopped stems 15cm x 6.5cm x 6.5cm £30-40

325

Three Eastern gilt metal figures of the Three Wise Monkeys 10cm x 5cm, together with with an Art Nouveau
shaped silver plated trinket box raised on cabriole supports 9cm x 11cm x 8cm, (plate rubbed) £30-50
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326

A WWII Nazi Germany army dagger, the blade marked A Schluttenhofer & Co. captured by the vendor's late
father £130-180
Some light rust to the blade

327

A Victorian arrangement of 7 stuffed and mounted birds in a naturalistic setting, comprising 2 partridges, a blue
jay, a cedar waxwing and others, with original glass dome 54cm h x 37cm w x 20cm, raised on a rosewood
base, some veneer missing ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

328

A 19th Century scallop shaped chinoiserie style black lacquered crumb tray and brush 6cm x 26cm x 30cm
£30-50
The brush base is loose from the top

329

A pair of turned hardstone serpentine ewers raised on turned and squared bases 40cm x 13cm x 13cm £50-75
Both are missing metal handles and have damage to the bases, 1 has damage to the body of the ewer

330

Allied Newspapers Ltd. A set of 35 miniature editions "The Works of William Shakespeare" contained in an
oak 3 tier bookcase 22cm h x 19cm w x 7cm £50-75
Some bindings are loose

331

A 1930's electrical Mahjong game, manufactured for the Western Electric Co. £40-60

332

A Victorian leather bound musical photograph album containing humorous prints £40-60
The binding is damaged, the spine is damaged

333

An album of various coloured and black and white postcards £30-50

334

Three albums of 1930's and later black and white and coloured postcards - Continental scenes £20-30

335

An album of 1930's and later postcards - Scotland, Wales, Lake District £30-40

336

An album of black and white postcards of Cathedrals - Ashbourne, Bangor, Bath, Birmingham, Brecon, Bristol,
etc £30-40

337

Five albums of 1950's and later black and white postcards and photographs of Switzerland, Belgium and
France £30-40

338

Of omnibus interest, a collection of 26 black and white promotional photographs of double decker buses with
Brooke Bond Tea and PG Tips advertisements, 1 paperback book "The Ceylon Tea Story 1867-1967", 1 vol.
"Spice Flavoured Canadian Recipes' £30-40

339

A 1966 Empire Stadium Wembley World Championship ticket, a collection of Rugby Union programmes, a
1965 Lawn Tennis Championship programme, a Geoff Boycott Yorkshire and England programme bearing
signature £30-50

340

Of golfing interest Ben Hogan, five black and white images of the golfer mounted in paper mount and bearing
signature 40cm x 70cm £30-50

341

Five albums of mint and used world stamps - GB, Gibraltar, Bahamas, St Helena and Belgium £50-75

342

Five albums of mint and used world stamps - Aiden, Antigua, Ascension, Bahamas, Iceland, Tuvalu, Denmark,
Papua £50-75

343

Five albums of mint and used world stamps Zanzibar, Tanzania, Grenada, Cayman Islands, Montserrat,
Gibraltar, Netherlands, Cook, Mauritius, Maldives £50-75

344

A collection of Faroe Islands mint and used stamps £80-120

345

Four albums of GB first day covers £40-60

346

Two stock books of mint and used world stamps, a Standard album of world stamps, ditto Ace album, 7 small
albums of world stamps and a small stock book of world stamps £30-50

347

Four albums of Elizabeth II GB first day covers £30-50

348

An album of Elizabeth II first day covers, an Ace Crusader album of world stamps and other stamps etc £30-50

349

Three albums of GB Elizabeth II first day covers, an album of PHQ cards £30-50
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350

A quantity of various Elizabeth II GB and world first day covers £30-50

351

A collection of Elizabeth II GB first day covers £30-50

352

A stock book of GB mint and used stamps George V to Elizabeth II, an album of Elizabeth II mint and used
stamps 1971-1986 together with a collection of world stamps - loose and on paper £40-60

353

A briefcase containing GB first day covers and lose world stamps £30-50

354

Five sheets of QEII Queen Mother 80th birthday celebration 12 pence stamps and 4 sheets of QEII 1952-1992
24pence stamps £80-120

355

A sheet of Elizabeth II 1/6d Christmas stamps, a sheet of Elizabeth II 4d Christmas stamps, a sheet of ditto 5d
stamps, a sheet of 5d stamps, various part sheets of stamps, a 1973 Royal Wedding first day cover with
sterling proof crown £40-60

356

4 sheets of Elizabeth II Princess Diana 26 pence stamps £50-75

357

Two albums of cigarette cards including Players Derby and Grand National Winners, Black Cat war cartoons
and others £50-75

358

Two albums of Wills and Players cigarette cards including Allied Army Leaders, Overseas Dominions, History
of Naval dress, Gems of Russian Architecture, Gems of Belgium Architecture, Characters from Dickens etc
£75-95

359

A George III 8 page indenture £24-34
The indenture is fairly crumpled and has several fold lines. There is some very minor fading to the lettering at
the top on some pages and the last page has some staining.

360

A George III, Ulster, two page land agreement complete with seal £100-150

361

J R Green volumes 1-4 "A Short History of English People 1892" half leather bound (bindings slightly
damaged), H Sutherland Edwards volumes 1 and 2 "Old and New Paris 1893" half leather bound, volumes 1
and 2 "Belgium The Glories of Her Country and Her People" by well known authors, volumes 3,4 and 5
"Picturesque Europe" published by Cassell & Co. Ltd., "Illustrated History of England" half leather bound, Dr
Webster's Complete Dictionary of the English Language leather bound (spine f) and Benjamin Vincent and
Hayden's "Dictionary of Dates" £60-80

362

T E Lawrence "Seven Pillars of Wisdom" 4th impression August 1935 together with George Bernard Shaw
"Prefaces" published by Constable and Co. Ltd leather bound £40-60

363

A W Kappel and W Egmont Kirby "British and European Butterflies and Moths", F W Kirby "Butterflies and
Moths", F Martin Duncan and Lucy T Duncan "Book of The Countryside" and 6 volumes illustrated by John
Leech "Hardley Cross", "Ask Mamma", "Plain or Ringlets", "Mr Romford's Hounds", "Mr Sponge's Sporting
Tour" and "Hawbuck Grange" £30-50

364

One volume "Trencher and Camel" with book plate to the front for Sir Percival Scrope Marling Baronet VC CB
of Stanley Park, the front signed Sir Percival Scrope Marling Baronet, Isaac Bell MFH "Foxiana", Moyra
Charlton "The Midnight Steeplechase", Richard Clapham "Foxes, Fox Hounds and Fox Hunting" £30-50

365

A lady's Chinese embroidered garter blue silk jacket and trousers £40-60

366

A gentleman's double breasted pig skin coat by Borg £40-60

367

A lady's mink stole £20-30

368

A gentleman's single breasted sheepskin coat by the Lakeland Sheepskin centre together with a Maltese ditto
£30-50

369

A bottle of Marques De Carano Gran Reserva 2005, a bottle of Marques De Carano Reserva 2007, two bottles
of Marques De Carano Gran Seleccion 2009 contained in a basket work bottle carrier £50-75

370

A polished gilt bronze figure of a Marley horse 60cm x 50cm x 20cm £250-300
1 ear is damaged
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371

A pair of 1930's spiral turned oak candlesticks with metal sconces 18cm x 10cm £30-50

372

A 19th Century steel and brass geometry set contained in a rosewood case £30-40

373

A 1920's circular opaque glass marble effect light shade 15cm x 30cm £30-50

374

A Victorian rectangular black and floral patterned paper mache tea caddy with hinged lid, fitted 2
compartments 10cm x 18cm x 12cm £30-50
There is a chip to the left hand foot

375

A Kenrick no.6 cast iron cork compressor and a circular cast iron travelling 3 burner stand £40-60

376

A stone axe head 10cm x 4cm £50-75

377

A pair of Releas-o-magnetic balance contained in a mahogany case £40-60

378

A Persian style machine made wall hanging with central medallion and mounted figures around the edge
238cm x 192cm £30-50

379

A carved bamboo cane with gilt metal terminal in the form of a 2 faced head £30-50
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints
Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.
401

Donald Ayres (b.1936), oil on board signed, West Country winter landscape 30cm x 40cm £250-300

402

Donald Ayres (b.1936), oil on board signed, Devon landscape at sunset, 29cm x 39cm £300-400

403

Marcella Smith (1887-1963) watercolour, still life study of peony, 39cm x 49cm £60-80

404

Richard W Orr, gouache signed, study of pandas 34cm x 29cm £65-85

405

Henry Moore, (1831-1895) oil on canvas, seascape, with Cider House Galleries label to the back, 23cm x
39cm £500-700

406

19th Century oil on board unsigned, study of a lady before a watermill, 23cm x 29cm £50-75

407

Roger Tolson (1958), oil on board "St Mary's Park No.1" with Royal Academy Summer Exhibition 1987 label
27cm x 36cm £80-120

408

W J Palmer, watercolours signed, studies of Wimbledon Common 11.5cm x 19.5cm £120-150

409

Hilda Waller 1950, oil on board, still life study of a jug of flowers 55cm x 50cm £50-75

410

Charles Wuthrich (1875-1967), oil on board signed, a woodland scene, 32cm x 41cm £80-120

411

Joseph Dakin (1859-1914), watercolour signed and dated 1871, study of a shepherd and flock in a moorland
setting 26cm x 44cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

412

20th century, oil on canvas, indistinctly signed, Continental riverview 45cm by 65cm £80-120
This painting has some craquelure in the skyline but is otherwise generally in good condition.

413

Jill Bays, watercolour, still life study, 35cm x 52cm £250-300

414

Terrence T Cuneo (1907-1996), limited edition coloured print signed in pencil 113/500 "Camargue Round-Up"
53cm x 65cm £50-75

415

William Russell Flint (1880-1969), limited edition coloured print 457/850 with blind proof stamp, study of a
reclining naked lady 42cm x 59cm £50-75

416

Peter Cox (1912-1985) oil on canvas signed, lakeside view with distant buildings 58cm x 90cm £80-120

417

Sir William Russell Flint, limited edition print no. 574/850 with blind proof stamp, study of Spanish ladies 52cm
x 70m £80-120
The colour on this print is fairly good having no obvious fading. It is in good condition. There is no signature in
the margin and the frame is gold painted rather than real gilt.

418

Elizabeth Parr, watercolour signed, "Teddybears Having a Picnic" 38cm x 55cm £300-400

419

Robert Collinson, oil on board signed, study of a seated girl with a wicker basket and contents in a rural
setting, 26cm x 20cm £250-300

420

A framed Victorian Valentines card 14cm x 10cm £30-40

421

Edwardian oil on board unsigned, study of a bearded fisherman 36cm x 30cm, oval £60-80

422

Edwardian oils on canvas unsigned, a pair, portrait of a lady and a gentleman 61cm x 50cm (only 1 is framed)
£50-75
The portrait of the gentleman has been patched

423

Lionel Dalhousie Robertson Edwards (1878-1966), print signed in pencil "18th Century Stables at Holnicote"
17cm x 27cm £40-60
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424

Peter Samberger, oil on canvas signed, German market town with figures 58cm x 48cm £50-75

425

After Joshua Reynolds, oil on canvas unsigned, study of five angels 75cm x 62cm ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

426

Snaffles, (Charles Johnson Payne), 1884-1967, limited edition print 62/850 with blind proof stamp, signed in
pencil, horse racing study "A Sight to Take Home and Dream About" 53cm x 68" £60-80

427

Lionel Dalhousie Robertson Edwards (1878-1966), print signed in pencil, "The Cotswold at the Compton
Abdale" 38cm x 52cm £50-75

428

Watercolour unsigned, study of a Chinese wrestling school 33cm x 42cm £40-60

429

Lionel Dalhousie Robertson Edwards (1878-1966), coloured print signed in pencil, "Hind Hunting the Mort"
25cm x 18cm £40-60

430

Lionel Dalhousie Robertson Edwards (1878-1966), coloured print signed in pencil, "A Moorland Gallop" 19cm x
27cm £40-60

431

Lionel Dalhousie Robertson Edwards (1878-1966), coloured print signed in pencil, "A Hunt Steeplechase"
19cm x 27cm £50-75

432

Lionel Dalhousie Robertson Edwards (1878-1966), coloured print signed in pencil, "Hounds at Excercise"
17cm x 27cm £40-60

433

Richard W Orr, gouache signed, study of Zebras 48cm x 74cm £340-440

434

19th Century oils on board, a pair, unsigned, naive studies of a fox hunting scene 15cm x 28cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

435

Lionel Dalhousie Robertson Edwards (1878-1966), coloured print with blind proof stamp "Hunting Countries
-The Blackmore Vale Hunt", signed in pencil, 39cm x 52cm £50-75

436

20th Century oil on canvas indistinctly signed, Continental townscape 49cm x 98cm £50-75

437

John Edmund Mace (1889-1952), watercolour unsigned "River Helford Cornwall" 33cm x 49cm £200-300

438

John Edmund Mace (1889-1952), watercolour unsigned "Helford Creek, Cornwall" 33cm x 49cm £200-300

439

Brian Hayes, watercolour signed, "Summer Evening Exe Estuary" 30cm x 40cm £40-60

440

A Japanese painted silk scroll decorated with a bird amongst flowers, signed, framed 132cm x 49cm £100-150

441

An Indian watercolour depicting gentleman on horseback approaching a pavillion engaged in a geometric
border 40cm x 29cm £50-75

442

An Indian watercolour depicting figures on horseback with distant buildings enclosed in a geometric border
20cm x 10cm £40-60

443

Donald Grant, print with blind proof stamp, signed in pencil "On a Winter's Morn" 66cm x 80cm £50-75

444

Alexander Y Wishaw (1870-1947), watercolour signed and dated 1905, Dutch canal scene at moonlight 48cm
x 29cm £40-60

445

Matt Thomas, oil on canvas signed, a maritime study 74cm x 100cm £80-120

446

Victorian oil on canvas, village scene with figures and thatched buildings 22cm x 17cm £40-60

447

An 19th Century style coloured print "Fort George with the City of New York from the South West" 39cm x
44cm, the reverse with Cedric Chivers Gallery label together with a coloured map of Jamaica 45cm x 62cm,
unframed £40-60
The map of Jamaica has some minor spots of foxing and a fold line down the centre. Both prints are otherwise
generally in good condition, have margins and neither appears to be stuck down.

448

A set of 6 19th Century coloured hunting prints 29cm x 36cm £40-60

449

Edwin St John (active 1880-1890), watercolour signed, on Lake Como 25cm x 45cm £60-80

450

20th Century pastel studies of a Chinaman and a Roman, indistinctly signed and dated 1982, 36cm x 26cm
£100-150
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue
Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order
451

An Edwardian oval silver snuff box with patent lid, engraved monogram, Birmingham 1904 6.5cm, 50 grams
£30-40

452

A William IV silver mustard spoon London 1831 and 2 others, 45 grams £26-36

453

A Victorian silver 2 handled sugar bowl, Sheffield 1897, 234 grams £40-60

454

A George III, Old English pattern, silver dessert spoon 38 grams £40-60

455

A silver engine turned patent opening cigarette case Birmingham 1925 by Adie Bros and a smaller ditto, 284
grams gross £50-75

456

An Edwardian style Reynolds Angels repousse silver brush set comprising hand mirror, clothes brush, hair
brush and comb, Birmingham 1960 £30-50

457

A silver napkin ring Birmingham 1926, 1 other, a pair of tongs 63 grams and a pair of plated mounted horn
beakers with cut glass bottoms £40-60

458

A silver egg cup Sheffield 1922, a pair of tongs and a pusher and spoon, 87 grams £30-40

459

A silver mug with chased armorial Sheffield 1935 190 grams, 10cm £40-60

460

A Georgian silver strainer with scroll handles and geometric decoration, maker IWTB, 96 grams £270-320

461

A silver 3 piece matched condiment and minor condiments, weighable silver 197 grams £50-75

462

Eight silver teaspoons with fancy handles, Birmingham 1919, 79 grams £36-46

463

An Edwardian style silver hip flask, 134 grams £40-60
The lid is broken and the hallmarks are rubbed

464

An Edwardian silver vesta Birmingham 1904 and 1 other, gross 40 grams £70-90

465

A Victorian repousse silver mounted toilet bottle 14cm £40-60
The lid is dented

466

A silver two handled baluster cup decorated with flowers 11cm, London 1922, 200 grams £75-95

467

A silver backed dressing table mirror, a brush, a frame and a spill vase £30-40
The mirror is broken, both the mirror and brush are engraved and the photograph frame is missing its interior

468

A silver menu holder Chester 1911, a Continental spoon and 6 Chinese spoons £40-60

469

A William IV silver table spoon with bright cut decoration London 1834, 53 grams £36-46

470

An Edwardian silver vesta Birmingham 1909, a trowel bookmark and minor items, weighable silver 56 grams
£40-60

471

An Edwardian 925 mesh evening bag, 190 grams £30-50

472

A repousse silver bowl with ribbon decoration, London 1912, 234 grams, 26cm £150-180

473

A Victorian silver mustard spoon London 1898 and minor spoons, 120 grams £26-36

474

A pair of silver plated pierced spirit labels - Sherry and Port £20-30

475

A good Victorian silver plated repousse cup decorated with a bacchanalian scene with figures of Pan and
lady, 14cm £40-60

476

A silver napkin ring with engraved decoration, a fruit knife and minor items, weighable silver 35 grams £30-40

477

A Continental pierced silver server, now with turned wood handle £36-46

478

A pair of silver dish holders London 1915 Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Co and a circular nut dish 190 grams
£40-60
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479

A silver Albert, 2 spirit labels and minor items, weighable silver 150 grams £40-60

480

Five Victorian silver gilt teaspoons, London 1842, 116 grams £80-100

481

A silver octagonal photograph frame Birmingham 1945, 21cm x 17cm and a small repousse frame £30-40

482

A set of 6 Art Deco sterling silver bean end coffee spoons Birmingham 1934, cased £26-36

483

A silver octagonal sugar shaker London 1971, 163 grams, 18cm £80-100

484

A repousse silver box decorated with a fete gallant scene, hallmarks rubbed, 84 grams, 6cm ( photo centre
pages ) £50-70

485

An Art Deco silver engine turned cigarette case 202 grams (dented), with inscription, together with a plated
cigarette box £50-70

486

A Georgian silver Jersey table spoon 52 grams £50-70

487

A pair of Georgian silver scissor action sugar tongs and a pair of plain tongs 88 grams £30-40

488

A Georgian silver table spoon with trefoil handle and rat tail base, 40 grams £50-75

489

A silver mounted toilet bottle and minor items £20-30

490

A Georgian silver mustard spoon (hallmarks rubbed) and minor spoons, 56 grams £40-60

491

A Victorian demi-fluted silver teapot with fruitwood mounts, gross 302 grams, together with a silver mounted
kettle stand £50-75

492

An Edwardian silver teaspoon with Nelson finial and 5 other spoons, 94 grams £60-80

493

A Chinese silver teaspoon and minor teaspoons, 105 grams £20-30

494

An engraved glass globe 7cm on a silver stand 10cm £30-40

495

Twelve silver and mother of pearl dessert forks and 8 matching knives and other minor cutlery £40-50

496

A silver plated fork and minor plated cutlery £20-30

497

A Victorian silver plated tea kettle on stand with burner and minor plated items £30-40

498

An Art Nouveau silver plated tea kettle on stand with burner, raised on ball feet £40-60

499

A set of 12 silver plated dessert eaters contained in a mahogany canteen together with a ditto (lacking 1 knife)
£40-60

500

A canteen of cutlery for 8 contained in a crossbanded walnut canteen £30-40

501

A wedge shaped leather case containing 3 silver plated mounted glass botttles £30-40

502

An Edwardian silver plated tea set and minor plated wares £30-40

503

A silver plated belt and minor plated wares £30-40

504

A Victorian silver plated bulbous teapot and minor plated wares £40-50

505

A Victorian silver plated 2 handled tray with chased armorial 75cm £50-70

506

A set of 12 silver and mother of pearl dessert eaters, London 1915, contained in an oak canteen £70-90

507

A Thai 900 standard filigree silver model of a house 190 grams 27cm £50-75

508

A Victorian style pierced and repousse bon bon dish, Birmingham 1992, 15cm, 68 grams together with a plated
ditto £30-40

509

A silver 4 piece condiment with gadrooned rims on pad feet Birmingham 1947, 200 grams £40-60

510

A 19th Century Dutch silver sifter spoon with Victorian import marks 53 grams £40-60

511

An Edwardian baluster silver sugar caster on a square base, London 1903, 20cm, 200 grams £50-70

512

A Queen Anne style silver 3 light candelabrum, Sheffield 1966, 36 cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

513

A set of silver teaspoons with fancy terminals, Sheffield 1960 and a similar set Sheffield 1924, 140 grams
£30-40

514

A Victorian silver mounted toilet jar London 1892 and 2 other mounted items and a plated stilton scoop with
ivory handle £30-40
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515

A circular silver plated tray with gadrooned rim 31cm, a cased set and minor plated wares £30-40

516

A 4 piece silver and enamel dressing table set comprising hand mirror, 2 hair brushes, 1 clothes brush,
Birmingham 1932 £30-50
The 2 hairbrushes and handmirror are bruised

517

A silver mounted bottle Birmingham 1912 10cm, a napkin ring and a hexagonal box £30-40

518

A 4 piece silver plated tea set with egg and dart rim and minor other plated wares £40-60

519

A canteen of silver plated cutlery for 8 (63) contained in an oak canteen £40-60

520

An ex plated samovar raised on scroll feet £30-40

521

A fine cast and chased silver 5 piece tea and coffee et comprising teapot, coffee pot, hot water jug, sugar bowl
with lid and milk jug, London 1978, maker Mappin & Webb, with fruitwood handles, gross weight of 3783
grams ( photo centre pages ) £1400-1600

522

A silver salver with fancy rim, Sheffield 1926, 908 grams, 30cm ( photo centre pages ) £350-400

523

An octagonal silver 3 piece tea set with fruitwood handles comprising teapot, sugar basin and milk jug,
Edinburgh 1928, maker Hamilton and Inches, 1245 grams gross ( photo centre pages ) £450-500

524

A silver globe on a turned wood stand, London 1969, 17cm, maker Mappin & Webb, gross weight 390g
£180-220

525

A Victorian silver demi fluted vase decorated with an armorial Birmingham 1890, 11cm, 197 grams £75-95

526

A Sterling silver sauce boat with scroll handle 150 grams £50-70

527

A George IV silver fluted melon shaped repousse teapot decorated with flowers, raised on scroll feet, London
1828, maker Charles Thomas Fox, gross weight 763 grams ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

528

A silver baluster cream jug with simple handle, London 1957, 110 grams £40-60
This lot has several small dents

529

An engraved silver dish decorated with birds 11cm, 192 grams £80-100

530

A silver baluster mug with S scroll handle and engraved monogram, London 1945, 100 grams £30-40
There are minor dents to the body

531

A good matched set of Victorian Kings Pattern cutlery comprising 6 egg spoons, 11 tea spoons, 12 dessert
spoons, 12 table spoons, 2 sauce ladles, a sifter spoon, 12 dessert forks, 12 dinner forks, mixed dates, London
1840, 1845 and 1853, 4775 grams ( photo centre pages ) £1900-2200

532

A pair of Victorian repousse silver pepperettes Birmingham 1900 and a hexagonal coin set dish Birmingham
1973 £30-40

533

A circular silver pierced dish, Sheffield 1918, 13cm, 88 grams £34-44

534

A silver charm in the form of a vintage car and driver, 2 Japanese musical instruments and minor silver items
£50-75

535

A pair of Sterling silver lobed bon bon dishes on scroll feet 11 cm, 148 grams £60-80

536

A filled silver model of a frog and snail 10cm £50-70

537

A matched silver demi-fluted tea set with ebony mounts, Birmingham 1923, 1924, gross 632 grams £220-280

538

A Victorian Chinese silver plated tankard decorated with an extensive scene of figures hunting deer, the finial
in the form of a seated gentleman with dragon handle and engraved plaque - Ragland Archers August 26th
1868 with crest, 16.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-75

539

A Georgian style silver baluster cream jug London 1902, a baluster ditto London 1929, 247 grams £100-140

540

A scalloped 2 handled silver tray, London 1926, maker Sebastian Henry Garrard, 65cm, 2722 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £1100-1500

541

A silver Art Deco mug with simple handle and engraved inscription, Sheffield 1931, 13cm, 364 grams
£150-200
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542

A set of 12 silver and ivory fish eaters Sheffield 1921 contained in an oak canteen £130-160

543

An Edwardian silver demi-fluted beaker with vacant cartouche Birmingham 1905 together with a tapered silver
mug 122 grams £50-70

544

A silver white metal Chinese miniature teapot 4 cm, a square dish and a pair of plated servers £30-40

545

An Art Deco silver cream jug and sugar bowl Sheffield 1939, 189 grams £75-95

546

Three oval silver plated entrees, minor burners and stands £30-40

547

A Victorian repousse silver rococo style easel mirror with vacant cartouche, decorated with angels, flowers and
birds, London 1896, 40cm ( photo centre pages ) £120-160

548

A cased set of 6 Victorian circular silver table salts with gilt interiors raised on claw and ball feet and 6
matching spoons, London 1874 and 1875, 350 grams £150-200

549

A pair of 19th Century Continental table spoons 105 grams £40-60

550

A yellow gold amethyst and seed pearl memoriam ring (ex brooch) size O £80-100

551

A 9ct yellow gold sports fob 9.1 grams £130-160

552

An 18ct white gold pear cut emerald and diamond pendant, the emerald 0.5ct surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds, 18mm x 9mm, hung on an 18ct white gold chain £450-550

553

An 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring size P, 3.6 grams £130-160

554

A pair of 18ct white gold single stone diamond ear studs 1.05ct £1100-1300

555

A 9ct yellow gold seed pearl and gem set ring, size O £40-50

556

An 18ct yellow gold channel set emerald and diamond ring, size N, 2.6 grams £70-90

557

A pair of silver gilt topaz and diamond daisy style earrings £150-180
There are some very minor surface scratches to the stones but these earrings are otherwise in good condition.

558

A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace 42cm, 17.3 grams ( photo centre pages ) £240-280

559

An 18ct yellow gold 4 stone princess cut diamond ring approx. 1ct size P 1/2 £1150-1350

560

An 18ct yellow gold garnet and diamond ring size N 1/2, 2.7 grams £80-100

561

A pair of silver gilt cabochon moonstone and diamond earrings £150-180

562

A 9ct yellow gold sports fob 8.5 grams £120-150

563

An Art Deco style platinum, ruby and diamond dress ring size N £1250-1450

564

A double string of cultured pearls with a 9ct yellow gold pearl set clasp 43cm £50-70

565

An 18ct yellow gold ruby ribbon brooch 4.9 grams, 40mm ( photo centre pages ) £140-180

566

A pair of 18ct white gold 4 stone diamond drop earrings, approx. 0.8ct, 55mm ( photo centre pages ) £580-680

567

A 19th Century 9ct yellow gold enamelled in memoriam brooch dated 1851, 57mm x 45mm, 4.8grams £75-95

568

An 18ct yellow gold diamond, ruby and sapphire dragonfly pendant on an 18ct gold chain, 22mm x 25mm
£250-300

569

An 18ct white gold amethyst dress ring 3.2 grams, size J £90-120

570

A pair of silver gilt, peridot, amethyst and diamond earrings £300-400

570a

A 9ct yellow gold hinged bangle 15.6 grams £220-260

570b

A 9ct yellow gold baguette diamond crossover ring size M, 3.3 grams £50-70

570c

A 9ct yellow gold diamond cluster ring size N, 1.8 grams £30-50

570d

A 9ct yellow gold diamond and peridot half hoop ring size J 1/2, 1.7 grams £30-50

570e

A 9ct white gold diamond and gem stone ring, size G, 3.2 grams £50-70

570f

A 9ct white gold diamond set band, size G, 2.3 grams £36-46

570g

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond cluster ring size P, 3.7 grams £50-70

570h

A 9ct yellow gold and enamelled curling fob 5.8 grams £80-100

570j

A 9ct yellow gold and enamelled curling fob 6.5 grams £90-120
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570k

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Claddagh ring size Q 1/2, 5.2 grams £70-90

570l

A lady's 9ct yellow gold Claddagh ring, size P 1/2, 2.1 grams £30-50

570m

A 9ct yellow gold and enamelled football fob 7.3 grams £100-140

570n

A pair of 9ct yellow gold articulated fish earrings with coral eyes 3.5 grams £90-120

570p

A 15ct yellow gold dolphin ring, size H, 5.1 grams £140-160

570q

A 15ct yellow gold enamel bluebird brooch with pearl body 3.5 grams £100-140

570r

An 18ct yellow gold garnet and diamond ring, size L 1/2, 4.5 grams £130-160

570s

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring, size m 5 grams £150-180

570t

An 18ct white gold faceted wedding band, size O 1/2, 2.6 grams £70-90

570u

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond triple cluster ring, size L, 5.8 grams £160-190

570v

An 18ct yellow gold double heart shaped diamond ring, size L 1/2, 3.5 grams £110-140

570w

An 18ct white gold diamond drop necklace, 4.3 grams £130-160

570x

A pair of 18ct yellow gold engraved cufflinks, 10.1 grams £280-340

570y

An 18ct yellow gold cherub pendant and chain 6.3 grams £180-240

570z

An 18ct yellow gold pearl and enamelled floral ring size N, 6.2 grams £180-240
The enamel is chipped

571

A 9ct yellow gold sports fob 6.8 grams £100-140

572

A silver gilt Edwardian style diamond and amethyst bar brooch in the form of a fish £130-160

573

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring, size O 1/2, 5.5 grams £170-200

574

A 14ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring approx 0.25ct, size Q £100-140

575

An 18ct yellow gold diamond open scroll brooch 3.3 grams, 40mm £90-120

576

A pair of 18ct white gold oval treated ruby and diamond cluster earrings, the rubies 3.54ct, the tapered
baguette and brilliant cut diamonds 1.04ct ( photo centre pages ) £1800-2200

577

An 18ct yellow gold diamond set ring size Q £250-300

578

A pair of 18ct yellow gold oval cufflinks 13.3 grams £380-440

579

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond square shaped ring size O £270-320

580

A 19th Century 9ct yellow gold seed pearl memorial ring, size T, 3.9 grams £55-75

581

A yellow gold Victorian style heart shaped ruby and diamond pendant, the ruby approx. 0.5ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.8ct, 20mm x 14mm £280-340

582

A pair of silver gilt diamond, pearl and sapphire drop earrings £240-280

583

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size M 1/2, 3.8 grams £100-140

584

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hardstone earrings, 25mm £50-70

585

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring, size N £30-40

586

A yellow gold heart shaped diamond pendant approx. 2ct 18mm x 12mm, hung on an 18ct yellow gold chain
£800-1000

587

An 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring approx 0.10ct, size T, 8 grams £240-280

588

A 9ct yellow gold bar brooch and 2 gold tie pins £30-40

589

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring approx. 0.75ct, size W, 9.3 grams ( photo centre pages )
£420-520

590

A 9ct white gold paste set heart pendant 20mm £20-30

591

An 18ct white gold emerald and diamond half hoop ring, size M 1/2, 3.2 grams £100-140

592

A 14ct yellow gold pear shaped ruby and diamond ring, the treated centre stone approx. 3.02ct surrounded by
brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.46ct, size m £400-500
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593

An 18ct yellow gold enamelled shamrock pendant 23mm, 1.7 grams £50-75

594

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst set pendant 20mm £20-30

595

An 18ct white gold diamond set Greek key pattern ring, size P 1/2, 5.6 grams £170-190

596

An Art Deco style platinum and diamond ring approx. 0.8ct, size M 1/2 £760-860

597

A pair of 18ct yellow ruby and diamond ear clips 6.2 grams, 20mm ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

598

A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring size N £40-60

599

An Art Deco style platinum emerald cut aquamarine and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 1.6ct flanked
by 3 baguette cut diamonds approx. 0.3ct size M £580-680

600

An 18ct white gold 12 stone diamond half hoop ring, 5.3 grams, size K £150-180

601

A 14ct white gold cushion cut amethyst ring approx. 8.37ct, surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds approx. 0.6ct,
size M 1/2 £600-700

602

An 18ct yellow gold diamond set daisy ring size 2.5 grams £75-95

603

A string of cultured pearls with a yellow gold and pearl set clasp 55cm £50-70

604

A pair of 18ct white gold single stone diamond ear studs approx. 0.57ct £580-680

605

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size N, 1.7 grams £55-75

606

A platinum Art Deco style sapphire and diamond ring, size M 1/2 £1250-1450

607

A 9ct yellow gold paste set dress ring size Q £60-80

608

A 9ct yellow gold princess cut single stone diamond ring approx 0.25ct, size T, 1.8 grams £75-95

609

A 9ct white gold diamond set open link bracelet, 18cm ( photo centre pages ) £380-480

610

A fine and impressive pair of platinum, diamond and detachable baroque pearl bow ear drops, comprising 34
brilliant cut graduated diamonds and 40 baguette cut tapered diamonds each terminating in a baroque pearl
15mm, the overall measurement 60mm, the gross weight 26 grams £4000-5000

610a

A pair of 18ct white and yellow gold diamond ear clips, 5.1 grams £150-180

610b

A pair of 18ct yellow gold diamond scroll ear clips 3.9 grams £110-140

610c

An 18ct yellow gold diamond and ruby elephant pendant 1.6 grams £50-70

610d

An 18ct yellow and white gold oval cut emerald and brilliant cut diamond necklace 31.2 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £900-1100

610e

An 18ct 3 colour gold open ring, size S, 2.4 grams £70-90

610f

An 18ct yellow gold single stone sapphire ring, size T 1/2, 3.1 grams £90-120

610g

An 18ct yellow gold crossover diamond ring, size M, 2.5 grams £70-90

610h

An 18ct yellow gold 3 colour wedding band 5.6 grams, size L £160-190

610j

An 18ct yellow gold diamond set band 8.4 grams, size G £240-280

610k

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set ring size S, 3.5 grams £50-70

610l

A 9ct yellow gold garnet and pearl ring size L 1/2, 4.5 grams £60-80

610m

A 9ct yellow gold gem set articulated dolphin pendant 6.7 grams £100-140

610n

Of Motor Cycling interest, a pair of 9ct yellow gold engraved cufflinks London Exeter London Motorcycle dated
26th-27th December 1913, 10 grams £140-180

610p

A pair of 9ct yellow gold amethyst earrings 2.1 grams £30-40

610q

A 9ct yellow gold 5 stone garnet ring, size O, 3.2 grams £45-65

610r

A 9ct white gold diamond and pearl ring size K, 1.9 grams £30-40

610s

A pair of 9ct yellow gold pearl and diamond earrings 1.6 grams £30-50

610t

A 9ct yellow gold oval ruby and diamond open pendant 2.4 grams £36-46

610u

A pair of 9ct yellow gold hollow ear studs 4.9 grams £70-90

610v

A 9ct rose gold pearl and diamond crossover ring, size L, 2.2 grams £30-50
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610w

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and seed pearl ring, size M, 2.3 grams £30-50

610x

A 9ct yellow gold circular vesta with engraved monogram 17.3 grams £240-280

610y

A 9ct white gold Cartier style bracelet 7.2 grams £100-140

610z

A pair of 9ct yellow gold half hoop diamond ear clips, 6.6 grams £90-120

611

A 9ct yellow gold bracelet and minor gold jewellery, weighable 5.4 grams £50-70

612

An 18ct white gold sapphire and diamond ring size J, 3.1 grams £90-120

613

An 18ct white gold 7 stone diamond cluster ring approx. 1ct, size N £1150-1350

614

A 15ct yellow gold 5 stone diamond ring, size N, 2.4 grams £80-100

615

A 14ct yellow gold oval cut topaz and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 5.92ct surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds approx. 0.35ct size N 1/2 £400-500

616

An 18ct white gold 6 stone diamond ring size M 1/2, 2.7 grams £80-100

617

A 10ct yellow gold gem set heart ring, size N 1/2 £30-40

618

An 18ct yellow gold chased bangle, 14.5 grams ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

619

A silver gilt Edwardian style peridot, diamond and seed pearl pendant 28mm x 28mm £180-240

620

A 9ct yellow gold broad band ring set with a brilliant cut diamond approx. 0.7ct, 10 grams ( photo centre pages
) £260-320

621

A 9ct yellow gold oval amethyst dress ring size O £120-150

622

A 9ct yellow gold curb link bracelet with padlock 17.1 grams ( photo centre pages ) £240-280

623

A platinum sapphire and diamond ring, the centre cut stone approx. 0.75ct surrounded by baguette and brilliant
cut diamonds, size O £560-660

624

A 9ct rose gold Albert with matching T bar and 2 clasps, 415mm, 29.5 grams ( photo centre pages ) £420-480

625

An Edwardian style yellow gold ruby, diamond and pearl bar brooch in the form of 2 cats playing with a ball
45mm £340-380

626

A yellow gold gem set circular locket and chain, gross 10.5 grams £100-140

627

An 18ct white gold oval, treated ruby and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 2.96ct surrounded by
tapered baguette diamonds 0.18ct and brilliant cut diamonds 0.67ct, size N £1250-1450

628

A 9ct yellow gold shield shaped locket, 4 grams £55-75

629

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style peridot and diamond floral cluster earrings £150-180

630

A pair of 9ct yellow gold ball ear clips, 4.7 grams £65-85

631

A 9ct yellow gold fancy link Albert with matching T bar and clasps, 30.2 grams, 42cm ( photo centre pages )
£420-480

632

A platinum diamond and sapphire target ring, the centre stone approx. 1.01ct surrounded by calibre cut
sapphires and brilliant cut diamonds, size N 1/2 £1650-1950

633

A pair of 15ct yellow gold cufflinks engraved with a monogram, 5.3 grams £120-150

634

A lady's 9ct yellow gold Rotary wristwatch on a ditto bracelet £40-60

635

A lady's 8ct yellow gold hollow link bracelet 18.2 grams £230-280

636

A pair of silver gilt amethyst and diamond floral earrings £150-180

637

An 18ct yellow gold chased bangle 14.5 grams £200-250

638

A 9ct yellow gold hardstone signet ring size K, 2.6 grams £40-60

639

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst set cross-over ring, size P, 4 grams £55-75

640

A platinum marquise cut ruby and diamond up finger ring, size n £1250-1450

641

An 18ct yellow gold oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring size O, 3 grams £100-140

642

A platinum 3 stone diamond ring approx. 0.7ct, size N 1/2 ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

643

A 9ct diamond set horseshoe brooch, size L 1/2, 3.8 grams £75-95
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644

A pair of 18ct white gold single stone diamond ear studs approx. 0.3ct, £270-320

645

An 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring, size P 1/2, 1.9 grams £70-90

646

A 9ct white gold diamond cross-over ring, size L, 1.7 grams £40-60

647

A gentleman's gilt cased Lanco wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock £20-30
This watch is not working

648

A 9ct yellow gold diamond ring size L, 2.3 grams £36-46

649

A string of cultured pearls with a 9ct white gold clasp, 40cm £160-200

650

A 9ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring, approx. 0.25ct, 2.3 grams £50-70

651

A silver gilt cabochon amethyst, seed pearl and diamond necklace £250-280

652

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring approx. 0.3ct, 3.2 grams, size K £140-180

653

A gilt commemorative coin 1837-1897 £20-30

654

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size N 1/2, 2.6 grams £36-46

655

An Edwardian gilt and enamelled propelling pencil by S Morden & Co, 10cm £60-80
There is a chip to the enamel and some small dents to the opposite side. The propelling mechanism is
working. The lead has a diameter of 1.2mm. There are some minor scratches to the barrel. The pencil is gilt
metal, not gold.

655a

A 9ct yellow gold 2 colour Welsh signet ring, size U, 10.6 grams £260-320

655b

A Welsh 2 colour 9ct yellow gold ring, size T, 4.9 grams £120-150

655c

A 9ct yellow gold gem set dress ring size P 1/2, 2.3 grams £30-50

655d

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst and diamond ring size P, 1.5 grams £20-30

655e

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size P, 2.2 grams £30-40

655f

A pair of 9ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ear studs 1.7 grams £26-36

655g

A 9ct yellow gold baroque pearl and ruby pendant on a ditto chain 2.3 grams £30-50

655h

A silver golf trophy with with twin handles in the form of golf woods, the lid with a male golfer, presentation
inscription, Music Industries Golfing Society Senior Challenge Cup presented by A P W Bamberger for 18 Hole
medal competition 1923-1924, London 1924, 35cm, 929 grams £400-500
The body is dented

655j

A pair of Edwardian pierced silver salad servers Sheffield 1907, cased, 123 grams £50-75

655k

A silver pedestal bowl with pierced rim and base Birmingham 1959 14cm, 224 grams £90-120

655l

A silver pedestal bowl of plain form, London 1939, 112 grams £45-65

655m

A silver and turquoise necklace and minor silver jewellery, 134 grams £60-80

655n

Two silver charm bracelets, 107 grams £50-70

655p

A pair of silver dwarf candlesticks 7cm h (marks rubbed) £20-30

655q

A silver and turquoise bracelet and minor silver jewellery, 121 grams £50-70

655r

A pair of silver salt and pepper mills, London 1990 10cm £30-40

655s

An oval silver photograph frame 17cm x 14cm, rubbed marks and 5 other frames, 241 grams £100-150

655t

A silver engine turned lidded cut glass powder jar, Birmingham 1963, a tapered silver posy vase with repousse
decoration, rubbed marks 139 grams £55-75

655u

A silver hollow bracelet and minor silver jewellery, 109 grams £50-70

655v

A silver mug with moon handle, Birmingham 1956, a pusher and spoon 88 grams £36-46

655w

A silver 2 handled golfing trophy with presentation inscription Music Industries Golfing Society Challenge Cup
Presented by C O Whitfield for 18 Hole Medal Competition 1925, London 1924, 23cm, 804 grams £320-360

655x

A silver card tray with Chippendale rim on hoof feet, Sheffield 1937, 16cm, 169 grams £65-85

655y

A George IV melon shaped teapot with ebony mounts London 1828, gross 595 grams £230-280
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655z

A pair of silver table spoons with engraved decoration, Sheffield 1917, 219 grams £90-120

656

A 9ct yellow gold opal and diamond ring size P, 3.4 grams £55-75

657

A platinum oval aquamarine and diamond ring, the centre stone approx. 4.5ct flanked by 2 brilliant cut
diamonds approx. 0.55ct, size K £900-1100

658

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring size W, 5.6 grams £85-120

659

A pair of silver gilt peridot and diamond floral earrings £150-180

660

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold cornelian ring with heart shaped stone, size Q, 5.7 grams £80-100

661

A pair of silver gilt cultured pearl and diamond earrings £250-300

662

A pair of 9ct yellow gold engine turned cufflinks 8.1 grams £110-140

663

A pair of silver gilt Edwardian style pear cut peridot, seed pearl and diamond earrings £240-280

664

A 9ct rose gold Masonic pendant 3.3 grams £45-65

665

An 8 strand seed pearl and coral bead necklace with a yellow gold clasp 42cm £360-440

666

A pair of 9ct yellow gold paste set earrings 5.3 grams, 33mm £70-90

667

A 9ct yellow gold garnet and diamond ring, size L, 2.5 grams £40-60

668

An 18ct white gold diamond cluster ring, the centre old cut stone approx. 1.26ct surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds and brilliant cut diamonds to the shoulders 0.46ct, size N 1/2, complete with Anchor certificate (
photo centre pages ) £3000-4000

669

An 18ct yellow gold diamond cluster ring, size N, 2.3 grams £80-100

670

A yellow gold cabochon cut garnet pendant 32mm £40-60
There appears to be a small soldered repair to the fixing loop at the top and there is some light feathering to
the garnet. The pendant is otherwise in good condition but is not marked in any way.

671

An 18ct yellow gold channel set 3 stone diamond ring, size M, 5.3 grams £150-180

672

A pair of silver gilt daisy, amethyst and diamond earrings £150-180

673

A pair of 10ct yellow gold oval cufflinks, 8 grams £120-150

674

A 9ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size P, 3.7 grams £100-140

675

A pair of 9ct yellow gold crystal earrings 25mm £50-70

676

A platinum ruby and diamond Art Deco style dress ring, size N, £1350-1550

677

A 9ct yellow gold emerald and diamond ring, size O, 2.2 grams £36-46

678

A 9ct yellow gold pierced ring and a white gold ditto size P, 3.9 grams £55-75

679

A 9ct yellow gold necklace set with a paste drop 40cm £65-85

680

A pair of 9ct yellow gold diamond set earrings, 2.5 grams £40-60

681

A pair of Edwardian style silver gilt garnet and diamond ear studs £150-180

682

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring, size O, 2.8 grams £85-110

683

A platinum Art Deco style 5 stone diamond and emerald oval ring, size N £1750-1950

684

A 9ct yellow gold diamond target ring, size S, 5.8 grams £80-100

685

A 9ct yellow gold cross-over cluster ring, size p, 3 grams £45-65

686

A white gold paste set dress ring size P £40-50

687

A 9ct yellow gold diamond cluster ring size P, 2.4 grams £40-60

688

An 18ct yellow gold oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.6ct flanked by brilliant
and baguette cut diamonds approx 0.45ct, size P 1/2 £850-950

689

Two 9ct yellow gold diamond set rings, size J and L 1/2, 3.9 grams £60-80

690

A 9ct yellow gold gem set cross-over ring, size m, 4.8 grams £65-85

691

An 18ct white gold baguette and brilliant cut ring approx. 0.5ct, size O £600-800

692

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold signet ring, size N, 7.5 grams £100-140
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693

A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond ring size N, 4.3 grams £130-160

694

An 18ct white gold 3 stone princess cut diamond ring, approx. 1ct, size N ( photo centre pages ) £1350-1550

695

Three pairs of 9ct yellow gold earrings, 3.6 grams £50-70

696

A pair of yellow gold citrine ear clips and minor jewellery, weighable gold 11 grams £150-200

697

A 9ct yellow gold opal and paste set dress ring, size Q, 35mm x 30mm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

698

A pair of platinum oval treated ruby and diamond ear studs, the rubies approx. 4ct, the diamonds 0.06ct
£280-340

699

An 18ct yellow gold repousse pendant and chain, 21 grams ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

700

A yellow gold ruby and diamond ring, size R £150-200
There are some chips to the ruby

701

An 18ct yellow gold citrine dress ring size O £100-140

702

A silver gilt Edwardian style diamond, pearl and seed pearl necklace £250-300

703

An 18ct yellow gold opal and diamond ring, size M, the opal 15mm x 10mm, the diamonds approx. 0.6ct (
photo centre pages ) £200-250

704

An 18ct white gold oval sapphire and diamond ring, the centre stone approx 1.18ct flanked by pear cut
diamonds each approx. 0.68ct, size O £550-650
The diamonds are pear cut and have an approximate clarity Si3. The ring has some minor scratches to both
stones and shank

705

An 18ct yellow gold head of christ pendant, a wedding band, a pair of ear clips and a single earring, weighable
gold 11.3 grams £150-180

706

An 1881 10 pesetas gold coin £70-90

707

An 18ct white gold Art Deco style diamond and ruby ring, the centre diamond approx. 0.75ct set in an
octagonal mount flanked by rubies and diamonds, size N 1/2 £1500-1800

708

A 10ct yellow gold synthetic opal brooch £50-75

709

A 9ct diamond bracelet, 6.6 grams, 19cm £100-150

710

A lady's 9ct yellow gold Rotary wristwatch and strap, gross weight 13.3 grams £50-75

711

A 9ct yellow gold horse brooch 9.2 grams £100-150

712

A 9ct yellow gold opal pendant and earrings £50-75

713

A 9ct yellow gold amethyst ring, size I 1/2 £30-50

714

A 9ct yellow gold seed pearl pendant and chain together with a cameo pendant £40-60

715

An 18ct yellow gold brilliant cut single stone diamond ring, approx 0.75ct, size O ( photo centre pages )
£500-700

716

A silver cased keywind pocket watch and minor silver jewellery £50-70

717

A silver, enamelled and pearl dragon brooch, 5cm x 6.5cm £45-65

719

A silver Art Nouveau style ruby, enamel and pearl brooch (1 stone missing) £30-40

720

A pair of pine tourmaline studs £45-55

721

A silver and enamelled peacock brooch 65mm x 38mm £36-46

722

A dress ring size M and a quantity of other silver dress rings £40-60

723

A pair of amethyst ear studs £45-55

724

A silver enamel, marcasite and emerald set brooch in the form of a rabbit waiter £55-65

725

A quantity of silver hardstone pendants £40-60

726

A pair of peridot ear studs £45-55

727

A silver pendant and minor costume jewellery, weighable silver 50 grams £30-40

728

A pair of silver peridot ear studs £45-55
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729

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery £50-70

730

A pair of Ethiopian opal ear studs £60-80

731

A quantity of silver necklaces, 330 grams £80-100

732

A paste set bracelet and minor costume jewellery £26-36

733

A pair of tanzanite ear studs £50-70

734

A quantity of Victorian and later costume jewellery £26-36

735

A Continental silver mesh belt, 140 grams £100-140

736

A pair of topaz ear studs £45-55

737

A gentleman's steel cased Waltham wristwatch with calendar dial on an expanding bracelet £50-75

738

A pair of black opal ear studs £60-80

739

A silver bracelet and minor silver jewellery £40-50

740

A silver ingot pendant and minor silver jewellery £40-50

741

A double string of imitation pearls and minor costume jewellery £26-36

742

An Art Deco paste set bracelet and minor costume jewellery £40-50

743

A paste set clip and minor jewellery £14-24

744

A silver necklace and pendant and a bead necklace £14-24

745

A 5 strand freshwater pearl necklace with silver gilt clasp £20-30

746

A silver Arts & Crafts style napkin ring Birmingham 1952, 5 others and 3 condiments with 3 spoons 280 grams
£60-80

747

A pair of Georgian style tapered silver candlesticks, London 1959 17cm £30-40
Both are damaged

748

An Art Deco silver plated cocktail shaker pourer 24cm £50-70

749

A set of 6 cased German plated dessert eaters £30-40

750

A lady's 9ct yellow gold Roamer quartz wristwatch gross weight 13 grams £100-150

750a

A gentlemans gilt case mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 oclock £40-60

750b

A blue parasol with snakeskin grip and a 9ct yellow gold terminal by Biggs of London and a brown ditto (no
gold terminal) £30-50

750c

A collection of 26 Rhodesian Army cap badges together with a limited edition volume David Laird "Uniforms of
the Security Forces of Rhodesia" no 400 of 515 £50-100

750d

An Eastern "silver" coated in bronze replica Miao necklace, contained in a glazed frame, measurement of
necklet as displayed 36cm h x 35cm w £40-60

750e

Minor European coinage £20-30

750f

A Huntley and Palmers tin containing a WWII Defence and war medal and a small quantity of UK coinage
£20-30

751

A gentleman's gold plated mechanical wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock, a gentleman's gilt Rotary
wristwatch and a lady's ditto Raymond Weil wristwatch £30-40

752

Two silver bracelets, 52 grams and a white metal necklace £30-40

753

An 18ct yellow gold Edwardian crossover 3 stone diamond ring, size L £30-40

754

A 14ct yellow gold double pearl cross-over ring size M £40-50

755

A pair of silver plated 2 light candelabra and minor plated items £30-40

756

A Continental repousse silver circular dish with geometric decoration 650 grams 31cm £100-150

756a

A set of 4 Victorian repousse silver circular table salts Sheffield 1882, 118 grams £45-55

756b

A silver mesh evening bag 160 grams £65-85

756c

A stylish silver sprung Art Deco style bangle 96 grams £50-70
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756d

A silver pedestal mug with fancy scroll handle, Birmingham 1928, weighs 188 grams £75-95
There are some dents to this mug

756e

Seven silver and enamelled sports fobs 147 grams £65-85

756f

A silver bangle and minor silver jewellery 223 grams £100-150

756g

A silver Armada dish London 1973, another dish and a salt, 148 grams £60-80

756h

A pair of Georgian silver scissor action sugar tongs and minor cutlery, 221 grams £90-120

756j

Four silver ingots and 2 silver commemorative crowns, 6 ozs £90-120

756k

A Continental silver engine turned compact and a silver pill box 89 grams £40-60

756l

A silver trophy cup Birmingham 1954 and 5 other small trophy cups 277 grams £110-140

756m

A silver octagonal pepperette Birmingham 1927 and 5 other condiments, 223 grams £90-120

756n

A silver engine turned shell shaped compact and a desk seal, 107 grams £50-70

756p

A matched silver 4 piece cruet, different dates, 166 grams £65-85

756q

A silver sugar shaker Birmingham 1938, a sifter spoon and 6 teaspoons 232 grams £90-120

756r

A Continental silver circular dish raised on seahorse legs together with a silver miniature jug, 106 grams
£40-60

756s

An Art Deco 3 piece silver tea set with fruitwood mounts Birmingham 1932, 1933, gross 826 grams £180-240

756t

An oval silver 2 handled tray with gadrooned rim, London 1922, 2562 grams, 60cm £300-500

756u

An Art Deco silver engine turned cigarette case Birmingham 1939, 138 grams £30-40

756v

A silver rectangular cigarette box London 1913, 12 cm £30-40

756w

A matched set of 8 silver dessert spoons Sheffield 1907 and 1910, 392 grams £100-150

756x

A George III silver table spoon London 1797 by Peter and Anne Bateman, 1 other, 130 grams £50-75

756y

A Queen Anne style silver octagonal sugar shaker, Sheffield 1935, 104 grams £30-40

756z

A silver Armada dish London 1959 and a pair of silver tapered condiments Sheffield 1933, 220 grams £60-80

757

A Continental repousse silver pedestal bowl decorated with grapes and vines with circular ring handles, 1388
grams, 32cm £300-400

758

A sterling silver oval shaped tray, cream jug and lidded sugar bowl 600 grams £80-120

759

A Continental silver circular dish 21cm, a smaller ditto and 2 candlesticks 320 grams £40-60

760

A lady's Omega De Ville gilt cased wristwatch and minor wristwatches £30-40

761

A Sterling silver gilt daffodil necklace, a 9ct yellow gold cameo ring and minor costume jewellery £50-75

762

A Victorian silver plated mounted ewer with mask handle 29cm £40-60

763

A pair of Sterling silver sugar tongs, 3 beakers and minor items £50-75

764

A stylish silver free form brooch, 2 others and a pair of earrings £30-40

765

A Gucci silver bracelet and necklace and minor jewellery £50-70

766

A quantity of pre-1947 and other part silver coinage, approx. 390 grams £50-75

767

A World War One pair of medals to 19577 Pte.F.C.Nicholls.D. of Corn.L.I together with minor commemorative
medallions and tokens £50-75
The war medal has a replaced clasp

768

A quantity of mainly UK coins including some foreign bank notes etc £30-50

769

A string of graduated cultured pearls with 9ct yellow gold clasp 55cm £50-75

770

A string of cultured pearls with a 9ct yellow gold gold ball clasp 52cm £50-75

771

A silver cased keywind pocket watch on a ditto Albert, a gold plated pocket watch and chain and a gilt pocket
watch and chain £50-75

772

Minor commemorative crowns and coins £20-30
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773

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Art Deco rectangular wristwatch with seconds at 6 o'clock, a gilt cameo, seal
and magnifying glass £40-60

774

A Sterling silver ball point pen, boxed £40-60

775

A Second World War medal group to 22542843 CPL.L.D.Blunden R.E.M.E comprising 1939-45, Africa with
first army bar, Italy Star, Defence and War medal, General Service medal with Malaya bar and Regular Army
Long Service Good Conduct medal together with miniatures, 3 sport medals and a spare Long Service Good
Conduct miniature ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

776

A 1935 Silver Jubilee medal, 1937 Coronation medal and a 1953 Coronation medal £40-60

777

Of Golfing Interest The Blackheath Medal Great Yarmouth Golf Club, presented by Royal Blackheath Golf Club
1893 ( photo centre pages ) £50-75

778

A World War Two medal group comprising 1939-45 and Africa Star with North Africa 1942-43 bar, Defence
War medal together with miniatures and minor medals £50-75

779

A World War One trio of medals to 1935 Pte. H.W.B. Mellows.C.Highrs £60-80

780

A Second World War medal group comprising Defence medal, War medal and Burma Star in original posting
box £20-30

781

A World War One medal to D/29108 Pte.H.Withers.6.DMS together with a Victory medal to T/369922
Pte.H.Knowles.A.S.C. and 2 badges £20-30

782

A group of medals comprising Defence medal, Police Long Service and Good Conduct medal and Service
medal of The Order of St John of Jerusalem to Const. Lawrence G.Harding together with 2 Brighton Police cap
badges, National Cycling Proficiency Examiner and Instructor badge, Long Service Safe Driving award and St
John Ambulance Association medal with 12 bars £100-150

783

A silver gilt centenary jewel Manchester Lodge 1768, 2 silver gilt enamelled charity jewels and a mark jewel
£40-60

784

Five commemorative five pound coins and minor coinage £30-40

785

A Rose of Denmark silver and enamelled centenary jewel Lodge 1863, a Royal Ark Mariners jewel, a Mark
token etc £30-40

786

A World War Two German Army Nazi SA bronze sports award badge together with a German Russian Front
medal £50-75

787

A quantity of European bank notes £30-40

788

A 19th Century walking cane with 18ct yellow gold repousse knop and ivory tip, a silver mounted ditto £40-60

789

An overlaid cut glass toilet bottle with silver lid, a pipe, medallion and flask £40-60

789a

A George III Old English table spoon London 1801 and a George IV ditto 1821, 120 grams £40-60

789b

An Edwardian silver plated hot water jug with ivory resistors and 6 German cake forks £30-40

789c

A set of 6 Victorian silver Old English teaspoons Exeter 1860 together with a pair of tongs, 2 butter knives and
a spoon, 194 grams £50-75

789d

A set of 7 Victorian silver Old English dinner forks with engraved monogram Exeter, rubbed date mark, 352
grams £100-150

789e

A matched set of 6 William IV and Victorian dessert spoons with engraved monogram London 1832 and
London 1845, 278 grams £80-120

789f

A silver card tray with Chippendale rim and hoof feet, Birmingham 1936, 20cm, 352 grams £80-120

789g

A silver cigarette case Birmingham 1919, 106 grams £26-36

789h

Six silver dessert forks, mixed dates, 255 grams £60-90

789j

A set of 6 Victorian silver Old English dessert spoons Exeter 1830, 230 grams £60-80

789k

A William IV silver table spoon, later ditto, 130 grams £30-50
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789l

A set of 6 Victorian silver Old English dinner forks, mixed dates, 450 grams £150-180

789m

A silver rectangular vesta with engraved monogram Birmingham 1919, 46 grams £30-40

789n

A set of 6 Victorian silver teaspoons with bright cut decoration London 1897 £26-36

789p

A Victorian silver table spoon, rubbed marks, 1 other and 2 butter knives £40-50

789q

An Edwardian repousse silver matchbox holder, a condiment and a mustard pot, 144 grams £50-70

789r

A German 800 standard 200 sugar bowl 170 grams £40-60

789s

A set of 6 Edwardian silver and enamelled teaspoons Birmingham 1905 £30-40

789t

A pair of weighted Sterling silver dwarf candlesticks 8cm and a pair of broken ditto £30-50

789u

A circular silver and tortoiseshell trinket box Birmingham 1918 8 1/2cm, an oval ditto with cut glass base
London 1912 £40-60

789v

A pair of silver plated tapered candlesticks with scroll decoration 24cm £30-40

789w

A silver plated salver and minor plated wares £30-40

789x

A canteen of silver plated cutlery for 9 contained in an oak canteen with lift top raised on square legs £100-150

789y

A carved Inuit tusk decorated with fish and with cribbage board top 31cm £30-40
There is some damage to the mouth

789z

A collection of minor coins and bank notes £20-30

791

A Meiji period Japanese ivory figure of a street seller holding a basket of fruit on his back, signed 16cm £40-60
The basket is damaged

792

A Mont Blanc ballpoint pen and a ditto propelling pencil, contained in a leather pouch £100-150

793

A quantity of mainly UK coins £20-30

794

A collection of minor costume jewellery £30-40

795

Minor UK coins and crowns £30-40

796

A large quantity of UK coins £30-50

797

A pair of impressive repousse silver 2 handled classical urn shaped cups and covers with presentation
inscription C.Collaro M.I.G.S Senior Aggregate Cup, London 1926, maker Sebastian Harry Garrard, 29cm,
2394 grams ( photo centre pages ) £2200-2600

798

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set pendant and chain 4.7 grams £70-90

799

A 9ct yellow gold expanding bracelet 9.8 grams £160-180

800

A pair of 18ct yellow gold scroll shaped earrings 4.5 grams £140-180

801

A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold Masonic and enamelled swivel ring, size S, 5.9 grams £90-110

802

An 18ct white gold and diamond bangle 14.7 grams £420-480

803

A 9ct yellow gold open diamond oval cluster ring size L, 2 grams £40-60

804

A 15ct yellow gold pearl and ruby set lyre brooch, 5.5 grams £160-190

805

An 18ct yellow gold engraved necklace 25.8 grams, 80cm £740-840

806

A pair of 18ct yellow gold disc hung earrings 1.6 grams £50-75

807

A 14ct yellow gold hardstone seal £70-90

808

A 9ct yellow gold bangle 4.2 grams £70-90

808a

An 18ct yellow gold ball link chain 8.7 grams, 59cm £240-340

808b

An 18ct yellow gold gem set ring, 4.2 grams, size O 1/2 £120-150

808c

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond set propelling pencil/brooch, engraved Clark 33 New Bond Street,
15.9 grams £360-460

808d

A pair of 9ct yellow gold half hoop earrings 4.9 grams £70-90

808e

A 14ct yellow gold emerald and diamond cocktail ring, 3.6 grams, size J 1/2 £80-120

808f

A 14ct yellow gold diamond set open scroll bracelet 8.2 grams, 18cm £180-240
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808g

A 9ct white gold diamond ring 2.4 grams, size P £30-50

808h

A 9ct yellow gold emerald and diamond spray necklace 6.4 grams £90-120

808j

A 9ct yellow gold vesta of Masonic interest - Yorick Lodge no. 2771, 19.9 grams £440-480

808k

An 18ct yellow gold articulated gem set fish pendant and chain 9.9 grams £300-350

808l

A 9ct yellow gold emerald and diamond buckle ring, size K 1/2, 2.2 grams £40-60

808m

A pair of 9ct yellow gold knot ear studs 2.9 grams £40-60

808n

A 14ct yellow gold cross and chain 7.5 grams £160-220

808p

A 9ct yellow gold diamond and sapphire ring size P, 1.5 grams £30-50

808q

A pair of 18ct yellow gold half hoop earrings 5.3 grams £150-180

808r

An 18ct yellow gold pendant and chain 4 grams £110-150

808s

A pair of 9ct yellow gold domed ear studs 1.8 grams £30-50

808t

A pair of 18ct yellow gold gem set ear studs, 2.1 grams £60-90

808u

An 18ct yellow gold gem set dagger ring 6.6 grams, size N 1/2 £180-220

808v

A 19th Century Continental 800 standard serving set comprising knife and 2 gilt decorated spoons, cased
£60-80

808w

A pair of Edwardian gilt pince nez £25-35

808x

A silver and malachite bracelet and minor silver jewellery 133 grams £60-80

808y

A set of 12 Edwardian silver plated dessert eaters with fancy handles contained in a walnut case £30-40

808z

A novelty inkwell in the form of a silver plated mounted horses hoof inscribed "Billy" £45-55

809

A 14ct 3 colour gold Russian wedding ring size U, 3 grams £70-90

810

A 14ct yellow gold smooth link necklace 20.2 grams £480-580
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments
811

An Edwardian aneroid barometer and thermometer contained in a carved mahogany circular case 34cm diam.
£30-40
This barometer is physically in good condition but is not currently in working order.

812

An American 10 day wall clock with paper dial and Roman numerals contained in a pine case with back paper
to the drop dial section £30-40
There is some damage to the back paper

813

A.D. Mougin, a French 19th Century timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals conainted in an
ebonised case, the circular back plate marked Man Mougin Ch Vcne Paris 52945, complete with pendulum, no
key £30-40

814

Philip Haas and Sohne, an Edwardian striking bracket clock with enamelled dial and Roman numerals,
contained in an arch shaped inlaid mahogany case complete with key and pendulum £30-40

815

J Pastorelli of Gable Street Liverpool, a 19th Century wheel barometer and thermometer with damp/dry
indicator, thermometer, silvered dial and spirit level, contained in an inlaid mahogany case £40-60
The glass to the damp/dry indicator is missing

816

A reproduction 19th Century striking carriage clock with enamelled dial and second hand, contained in a
cloisonne enamelled style case £40-60

817

A 19th Century French 8 day striking mantel clock contained in a green and floral painted shaped case with gilt
metal mounts, the back plate marked J.JS 7424 ( photo centre pages ) £80-120
The glass to the bezel is missing and there is damage to the gilt metal finial

818

William Nicholas of Birmingham, an 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock, the 36cm arched dial painted a
figure of a seated shepherdess and acorn spandrels and having minute indicator and hour dial, contained in an
inlaid mahogany case with turned and fluted columns to the side complete with pendulum and weights, 241cm
high ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

819

Majak, a Soviet Russian mantel timepiece with silvered dial and Arabic numerals contained in a moulded glass
and Bakelite case £30-50

820

Schatz Royal Marine, a striking ward room clock, the 15cm painted dial with Arabic numerals and 24 hour
numerals contained in a wooden wheel shaped case £60-80

821

A French 19th Century 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial contained in a spelter case surmounted
by a figures of cavorting boys £70-90
There is a chip to the right hand winding hole

822

Broadhurst, a 19th Century 8 day striking longcase clock, the 30cm circular brass dial with Roman numerals
contained in a heavily carved oak case, the door carved a figure of a standing knight, complete with pendulum
and weights 211cm h £150-200

823

Gustav Becker, a Vienna style regulator with paper dial and Roman numerals, having a gridiron pendulum and
contained in a walnut case £40-60

824

Aitchison London and Provinces, an Edwardian aneroid barometer and thermometer with silver dial contained
in a carved oak case £30-50
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Rugs and Carpets
835

A red, green, blue and white ground Suzni runner 250cm x 70cm £40-60

836

A Kashmir tan, green and beige ground wool work panel 207cm x 150cm £80-100

837

A black and red ground Persian Farahan rug 71cm x 54cm £30-40
Fringe missing and slight flecking in places

838

An Anatolian rug with mihrab and mosque lantern decoration 209cm x 92cm £30-40
This rug has had the fringes reduced at both ends. There are some small patches of moth to the cord edges
and some light wear throughout the centre. It is otherwise generally in good condition.

839

A red and black ground Afghan carpet with 27 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 354cm x 278cm
£100-150
Some sun bleaching

840

A Caucasian style Persian rug with 36 panels to the centre, each with animal or floral scene within a multi row
border 362cm x 281cm £150-200
Small section of wax damage to the centre and a section of 1 of the ends is damaged

841

A green, blue and red Maimana Kilim runner with stylised diamonds to the centre 310cm x 78cm £60-80

842

A blue and red ground Meshwani runner with 16 stylised diamonds to the centre within a multi row border
254cm x 65cm £50-75

843

A turquoise, tan and yellow ground wool Chobi Kilim runner with 8 diamonds to the centre 208cm x 67cm
£50-75

844

A red, blue and white ground Ghalmori Kilim with 3 stylised diamonds to the centre within a multi row border
200cm x 110cm £80-120

845

A brown, white and green ground Maimana Kilim 127cm x 83cm £30-50

846

A Kashmiri hand stitched pictorial wool panel decorated a figure of a huntsman 86cm x 57cm £30-50

847

A turquoise, tan and green ground wood Chobi Kilim rug 184cm x 127cm £90-120

848

A blue, red and white ground Gulbarjasta Kilim with central medallion within a multi row border 186cm x 137cm
£80-120

849

A black, white, tan and turquoise ground wood Chobi Kilim 140cm x 100cm £60-80

850

A red and blue ground meshwani runner with 19 stylised diamonds to the centre 250cm x 68cm £50-75

851

A brown, tan and black ground Maimana Kilim rug 90cm x 62 £20-30

852

A green, red and blue ground pictorial Baluchi rug 140cm x 90cm £50-75

853

A turquoise, tan and pink ground wool Chobi Kilim runner 240cm x 75cm £70-90

854

A red and blue ground Gazak rug with diamond medallions to the centre within a multi row border 125cm x
120cm £50-75

855

A yellow and green ground wool Chobi Kilim rug with 2 diamonds to the centre 120cm x 79cm £40-60

856

A red and blue ground Baluchi rug with all over geometric design within a 3 row border 138cm x 99cm £40-60

857

A tan, brown and green ground Maimana kilim runner 198cm x 60cm £30-50

858

A white and brown ground needlework Sumak Kilim 180cm x 140cm £70-90

859

A Persian blue and red ground rug with central medallion 119cm x 78cm £30-50
Light water marks and signs of old moth

860

A Persian blue and green ground rug with 3 stylised medallions to the centre within a multi row border 120cm x
65cm £40-60
In wear and fringe missing
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861

A red and blue ground Persian rug with diamond shaped central medallion 99cm x 60cm £40-60
Some wear to the binding on the edge

862

A red and tan ground Persian rug with 2 stylised diamonds to the centre 123cm x 72cm £30-50
Some old moth damage and fringe is missing

863

A blue and red ground Persian rug with central medallion within a multi row border 130cm x 80cm £40-60
Some light flecking in places

864

A blue and peach ground Chinese rug 195cm x 60cm £30-50

865

A white and floral ground Tunisian runner within a 3 row border 284cm x 73cm £50-75

866

A red, white and blue ground Persian Heriz carpet 257cm x 214cm £220-260
Fringe is missing and signs of wear and flecking throughout

867

A blue and red ground Afghan carpet with 18 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 263cm x 222cm
£130-180
In wear and fringe is missing

868

A blue and white ground Nain carpet with central medallion 322cm x 201cm £360-460
Fringe has been reduced and some light staining in places

869

A pink, blue and white ground Kaysari rug with floral pattern within a 3 row border 171cm x 122cm £100-150
Heavy flecking throughout and worn, fringe reduced

870

A blue and tan ground Caucasian rug, having a central medallion and geometric design within multi row
borders 151cm x 100cm £160-190
Slight wear, fringe reduced

871

A blue and brown ground Khamesh rug 147cm x 121cm £70-90
In wear

872

A blue, red and white ground Persian Bidjar runner with 13 stylised octagons to the centre within a multi row
border 473cm x 103cm £500-700
Minor moth damage, flecking and wear in places

873

A brown ground Bokhara carpet with 36 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 257cm x 160cm
£40-60
Moth damage to one end

874

A brown, green and blue ground Caucasian style rug with 2 medallions to the centre 149cm x 82cm £40-60
Hole to centre and in wear

875

A white and red ground Persian slip rug with diamond medallion to the centre within a multi row border 82cm x
60cm £30-50

876

A blue and red Persian floral patterned runner within a multi row border 295cm x 80cm £50-75
Moth damage, in wear and flecking in places

877

A blue and red ground Persian slip rug with 2 stylised medallions to the centre 123cm x 87cm £40-60
In wear, fringe missing

878

A blue and green ground Persian Prayer rug within multi row border 133cm x 80cm £50-75
Fringe missing, some signs of wear

879

An Afghan red and white ground floral patterned runner with 4 medallions to the centre within a multi row
border 335cm x 75cm £50-75
Wear to the binding on the edge

880

A green and floral patterned Persian style machine made carpet with central medallion 367cm x 275cm £40-60
Signs of wear in places and some damage to the binding on the edge
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture
881

A Regency bleached mahogany chiffonier with raised back, the base enclosed by panelled doors, raised on
turned supports 117cm h x 92cm w x 45cm d £80-120
There are watermarks to the top and sections of veneer are missing to the edge of the shelf and the edge of
the top

882

A 17th Century style oak cabinet, fitted 2 drawers above cupboards enclosed by geometric panelled doors,
raised on bun feet 84cm h x 84cm w x 56cm d £60-90
There are some ring and light marks to the top

883

A Victorian carved oak bookcase, the interior fitted adjustable shelves raised on a platform base 115cm h x
127cm w x 36cm d £100-150
Some water marks to the top

884

An 18th Century oak double corner cabinet with moulded cornice, both sections fitted shelves enclosed by
panelled doors, raised on bracket feet 203cm h x 98cm w x 68cm d £80-120

885

A Victorian figured walnut centre table of serpentine outline, raised on turned supports with carved H framed
stretcher 72cm h x 83cm w x 48cm d £80-120
There is a watermark and some scratches to the top, the frame is loose

886

A set of 4 19th Century French fruitwood bar back dining chairs with woven rush drop in seats, raised on sabre
supports £40-60
1 chair has scratches to the sides

887

An Edwardian carved walnut chiffonier, the raised mirrored back with broken pediment, fitted shelves and triple
plate mirrors, the base fitted a drawer above a recess flanked by a pair of cupboards enclosed by glazed
panelled doors, raised on turned and block supports 215cm h x 126cm w x 39cm d £100-150

888

A Georgian country oak bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 4 long drawers with brass
plate drop handles, raised on bracket feet 107cm h x 107cm w x 54cm d £40-60
There is a split to 1 side, the hinges and handles have been replaced

889

A 17th Century style oak chest of 4 long drawers with geometric mouldings and pierced drop handles, raised
on square supports 81cm h x 83cm w x 48cm d £60-90

890

An Edwardian walnut bookcase/display cabinet, the interior fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by glazed
panelled doors, the base fitted a drawer with brass swan neck drop handles 135cm h x 104cm w x 35cm d
£50-75
There is a ring mark to the top and 2 splits

891

A French Kingwood commode of serpentine outline with pink veined marble top, fitted 3 long drawer ending in
gilt metal mounts throughout 82cm h x 102cm w x 48cm d £220-260

892

A triple plate dressing table mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 64cm h x 81cm w £40-60
There is damage to the roundel of the left hand upright and also to the base of the left hand upright

893

An 18th Century oak and pine chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on bracket feet, 97cm h x 89cm w x
47cm d £80-120
There are ring marks and light scratches to the top, there is a split to the top and to one side

894

A rectangular Kingwood crossbanded and quarter veneered coffee table raised on cabriole supports 47cm x
101cm w x 49cm d £40-60
There is slight damage to the left hand edge
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895

A Georgian octagonal crossbanded mahogany occasional table, fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned
supports with H framed stretcher 73cm h x 82cm w x 52cm d £40-60
Sections of beading are missing to 2 sides at the top, some light scratches in places, slight warp and the frame
is loose

896

A set of 6 Victorian carved oak Carolean style high back dining chairs with woven cane seats and backs
£80-120
All the frames are loose and 2 of the finials are damaged

897

A Victorian mahogany circular snap top Loo table raised on a bulbous turned column and tripod base 68cm h x
120cm diam £30-40
There is pitting to the edge and there is a split to the top

898

A 19th Century carved oak cabinet fitted 2 long drawers above panelled doors, the drawers mask carved The
Green Man 90cm h x 111cm w x 53cm d £180-240
The top is sun bleached, signs of old but treated worm to the drawers and to the sides

899

A circular Chinese pierced and carved hardwood jardiniere stand with pink veined marble top, raised on
cabriole supports 63cm x 28cm diam. £80-120
The ebonising is showing signs of wear in places

900

A 19th Century French walnut writing table with inset black writing surface above 1 long and 4 short drawers,
raised on cup and cover supports with box framed stretcher 76cm h x 107cm w x 51cm d £90-120

901

A pair of Victorian carved mahogany shield back hall chairs with solid seats, raised on turned supports
£90-120
There is an old break to 2 of the legs on both of the chairs

902

A Queen Anne style circular figured walnut nest of four interfitting coffee tables with quarter veneered and pie
crust top, raised on cabriole supports 51cm h x 72cm diam. £60-80
There is very slight water damage and contact marks to the top

903

An Edwardian rectangular bevelled plate cheval mirror contained in an inlaid mahogany frame with moulded
cornice and Grecian key frieze, raised on outswept supports 188cm h x 30cm w x 54cm d £150-200
A section of timber is missing to the right hand edge of the cornice, the mirror is showing signs of deterioration
and there are slight scratch marks to the edges

904

A 19th Century French mahogany bow front cabinet, fitted a drawer above a cupboard enclosed by a tambour
shuttered door and with gilt metal mounts to the side 80cm h x 74cm w x 42cm d £60-80
There are some scratches and contact marks to the top, the tambour shutter requires some attention

905

A nest of 4 Chinese Padauk interfitting coffee tables with carved apron, 67cm h x 51cm w x 36cm d, 56cm h x
44cm w x 30cm d, 46cm h x 37cm d x 26cm d and 36cm h x 30cm w x 22cm d £90-120
There are some scratches and wear to the tops of all tables. They are otherwise in good condition.

906

A 19th Century French fruitwood stick and rail back open arm carver chair with woven rush seat, raised on
turned supports £40-60

907

A Georgian mahogany commode in the form of a chest with hinged lid raised on turned supports 75cm h x
64cm w x 51cm d £40-60
There is bruising to the top, the interior has been converted

908

A Georgian style mahogany twin pillar D end extending dining table, raised on twin pillar and tripod supports
70cm h x 92cm w x 137cm l x 180cm l when extended (NB. The clips for this table are held in the office)
£30-50
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909

A 1930's Queen Anne style figured walnut bureau with crossbanded fall front revealing a well fitted interior
above 3 long graduated drawers, raised on bracket feet 97cm h x 61cm w x 47cm d £60-80
There are some contact marks to the top, there is a mark above the escutcheon, small sections of veneer are
missing to the front in places

910

A Victorian walnut drop flap work table with quarter veneered top fitted 2 long drawers and cupboard enclosed
by a panelled door, raised on turned and reeded supports 68cm h x 53cm w x 34cm d £30-40
Two small sections of veneer are missing to one of the flaps and veneers are bubbling in places

911

A 19th Century Italian ebonised and inlaid ivory hall chair with solid seat, the slat back inlaid a figure of a
standing lady, raised on carved supports with H framed stretcher £80-120
1 carved ivory panel is missing to the right hand column, the right of the back has an old repair, some wear to
the ebonising and the frame is loose

912

A 19th Century mahogany table top cabinet with three-quarter gallery, the interior fitted 18 pigeon holes
enclosed by a tambour shutter 44cm h x 91cm w x 29cm d £70-90
The top is slightly warped and there are slight scratches and ring marks to the top

913

A 19th Century French elm ladder back open arm carver chair with woven rush seat on turned supports with X
framed stretcher £30-50

914

A Georgian mahogany pedestal Pembroke table, raised on a turned column and tripod base with brass caps
and casters 73cm h x 92cm w x 58cm £40-60
There are some scratches to the top, damage to 1 of the rule joints

915

A Victorian rosewood and inlaid mother of pearl writing slope with hinged lid 12cm h x 35cm w x 24cm d
£30-50
There are some water marks to the top, slight warp to the lid and interior missing

916

A pair of Georgian style mahogany bedside tables with undertier fitted a drawer, raised on square tapered
supports 75cm h x 35cm w x 35cm d £50-75
Some contact and water marks to the top

917

A pair of 19th Century cherry trestle benches, raised on out swept supports 50cm h x 200cm l x 17cm w
£120-150
Some splits to the tops

918

A 17th/18th Century oak side table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned and block supports with box framed
stretcher 58cm h x 61cm w x 39cm d £60-80
The top has water damage, a small section of timber let in (possibly made up)

919

A Georgian mahogany oval pad foot drop flap dining table, 74cm h x 39cm l when closed x 131cm l when
open £30-40
There are some scratches to the top, timber has been let in in places, sun bleaching to the top

920

A Continental oak chest of 3 long carved drawers with iron ring drop handles 90cm h x 110cm w x 54cm d
£240-280

921

An 18th/19th Century Dutch style hanging oak cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled
doors 81cm h x 82cm w x 22cm d £40-50
1 astragal glazing bar is missing

922

A square pine butcher's block raised on an associated iron stand with outswept supports 74cm h x 45cm x
45cm £130-160
Signs of old but treated worm to the block
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923

A Queen Anne style figured and crossbanded walnut bow front bedside table fitted 2 frieze drawers, raised on
cabriole supports 77cm h x 50cm w x 42cm d £40-60
Some water damage and veneer rippling to the top

924

A 1920's light oak desk with drop flap to 1 side, the pedestal fitted a brushing slide above 4 drawers with brass
swan neck drop handles 67cm h x 91cm w x 44m d £50-75
The lock is missing from the top drawer

925

A pair of 19th Century French carved walnut open arm salon chairs, the seats and backs upholstered in yellow
material £60-80
There is an old repair to the right hand arm of 1 of the chairs and a nick to the left hand arm, both frames are
loose

926

A Georgian mahogany bureau bookcase, the upper section with moulded and dentil cornice fitted shelves
enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior, the base fitted 1 long
drawer, raised on square tapered supports 164cm h x 75cm w x 47cm d £150-200
Two of the glass panels have cracks, there is a split to the fall front

927

A 19th Century rectangular mahogany work table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on a turned column and triform
base with bun feet 70cm h x 47cm w x 40cm d £50-75
Some light scratches to the top

928

An 18th Century style carved oak coffer with hinged lid, the front panel carved figures of warriors, raised on
bun feet 61cm h x 120cm w x 40cm d £270-320
Some slight pitting to the top and water damage

929

A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles, raised on outswept
bracket feet 103cm h x 105cm w x 52cm d £80-120
There are some ring marks to the top, damage to cock beading in places

930

A harlequin set of 6 French elm ladderback dining chairs with rush seats, raised on turned supports (2 carvers,
4 standard) £80-120

931

A Georgian mahogany bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 4 long drawers 109cm h x
96cm w x 51cm d £60-80
There is some sun bleaching to the top and ink stains in places

932

A 19th Century mahogany dressing table fitted a frieze drawer, the pedestal fitted a secret drawer above
cupboard enclosed by a panelled door flanked by 6 short drawers, raised on bracket feet 75cm h x 80cm w x
43cm d £100-150
There is pitting and ink marks to the top

933

A George III mahogany London ladder back chair with upholstered drop in seat, raised on square supports and
box framed stretcher £30-40
The frame is loose and a small section of timber has been let in to the top right hand edge

934

A Victorian oval shaped figured walnut Sutherland table raised on turned supports 70cm h x 90cm w x 16cm
when closed x 106cm when open £40-60
Veneers are blisting in several places to the top and there is damage to the rule joint

935

A Victorian mahogany dressing/side table with raised back, fitted 2 long and 2 short drawers on turned
supports 80cm h x 120cm w x 52cm d £100-150
The top is slightly warped and with some scratches

936

A 1930's carved light oak monks bench with lion arms, raised on bun supports 60cm h x 105cm w x 45cm d
£80-120
Water marks to the top and an iron mark to the seat
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937

A Queen Anne quarter veneered and crossbanded walnut low boy, fitted 3 short drawers, raised on cabriole
supports 71cm h x 79cm w x 50cm d £150-180
Some of the feather banding is rising slightly, the handles have been replaced, possibly made up

938

A Continental fruitwood bench raised on 6 square supports with solid seat and bar back, 75cm h x 98cm w x
34cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
Signs of old but treated worm to the seat and back, there are 2 small splits to the side of the plank seat

939

A George III shaped circular mahogany supper table with scallop edge, raised on a turned column and tripod
base 70cm h x 82cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There are pitts to the top, a large screw to the block and an old repair to one of the legs

940

A 19th Century inlaid and crossbanded mahogany rectangular plate dressing table mirror, raised on a bow
front base fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, on bracket feet 49cm h x 46cm w x 22cm d £30-50
There are signs of deterioration to the silvering on the mirror and possibly a new section of timber to the base,
a section of timber has been let in to the side of the base

941

A 17th/18th Century mule chest with crossbanded hinged top and iron handle, the base fitted 2 drawers, raised
on bracket feet 79cm h x 125cm w x 56cm d £150-200
Some sections of crossbanding are missing to the top, some slight water damage, the swan neck drop handles
have been replaced

942

A Victorian mahogany arched shaped plate cheval mirror contained in a swing frame, the base of serpentine
outline, raised on scroll supports 163cm h x 92cm w 53cm d £180-220
There are some veneers missing to the edge, the mirror is showing signs of deterioration in places

943

A William IV mahogany hall/window bench raised on turned supports 49cm h x 124cm w x 30cm d ( photo
centre pages ) £150-200
Some slight scratches to the top

944

An 18th Century oak lowboy fitted 3 drawers raised on square tapered supports 73cm h x 73cm w x 52cm d
£160-190
There is a split to the top and some ring marks

945

A carved and pierced walnut console table of serpentine outline with black veined marble top, raised on
outswept supports 87cm h x 125cm w x 51cm d £360-460

946

A French inlaid Kingwood chest of serpentine outline with pink veined marble top fitted 7 drawers 150cm h x
92cm w x 43cm w £320-380
Sections of veneer are missing to the right hand leg

947

A Victorian bleached mahogany prie-dieu chair with upholstered seat and back £30-40
The frame is loose and there are 2 old blacksmith's iron repairs to the back leg

948

A 19th Century Queen Anne style figured walnut rectangular centre table with crossbanded top, raised on
cabriole supports 70cm x 90cm x 63cm £80-120
Some sun bleaching and water damage to the tops and legs

949

An 18th Century oak mule chest of panelled construction with hinged lid, the base fitted 2 long drawers, raised
on bracket feet 83cm h x 131cm w x 62cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200
There is a split, scratches, sun bleaching and ink marks to the top, cock beading is missing to both drawers

950

A 19th Century bleached mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles, raised on
bracket feet 103cm h x 99cm w x 53cm d £70-100
Crossbanding is missing to the top section and there is some sun bleaching
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951

A 17th Century style carved oak drop flap serving table fitted a drawer and raised on 4 turned supports with H
framed stretcher 76cm h x 80cm w x 43cm d £120-150
Some ring marks and splitting to the top

952

A pair of Georgian mahogany bar back dining chairs with X framed backs and upholstered drop in seats,
raised on square tapered supports £40-60

953

A Victorian figured walnut centre table with quarter veneered top raised on a carved column base with carved
lidded urn to the centre 69cm h x 153cm w x 101cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300
There are ring marks, water damage and some scratches to the top

954

A 19th Century mahogany bar back desk/carver chair with carved mid rail and over stuffed seat, raised on
turned supports £30-40
There is an old repair to the right hand arm

955

An 18th Century oak oval drop flap gateleg dining table fitted a drawer, raised on turned and block supports
75cm x 91cm w x 34cm when closed x 109cm when open £40-60
There is a split and ring marks to the top

956

Library Company of Regent Street London, an Edwardian Georgian style mahogany cabinet with moulded
cornice, the interior fitted 14 shallow trays enclosed by a pair of panelled doors, the base fitted 2 short drawers,
raised on square tapered supports with H framed stretcher 144cm h x 90cm w x 40cm d £100-200
Slight pitting to the top

957

A 17th/18th Century style oak hall chair with upholstered drop in seat raised on bobbin turned and block
supports £30-40

958

A 18th Century Continental carved hardwood coffer with hinged lid and iron drop handles to the sides, the
interior fitted a candle box 64cm h x 114cm w x 52cm d £70-90
The hinges are f, the top is split into 2 sections

959

A 19th Century stained elm stick and rail back kitchen carver chair with solid seat raised on turned supports
with H framed stretcher £40-60
There is a hole to the right hand arm

960

A Georgian oval inlaid mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer with ivory escutcheon 68cm h x 81cm w x
48cm £40-60
Sun bleaching to the top, damage to the rule joints

961

A Victorian style tub back revolving office chair upholstered in green buttoned leather ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

962

An Edwardian Art Nouveau bleached oak dressing table fitted a drawer above pair of cupboards fitted a drawer
and 3 shallow trays enclosed by a pair of panelled doors, raised on bracket feet 77cm h x 107cm w x 70cm d
£40-60
Slight water damage and ring marks to the top, a small section of timber let in to the left hand side and the
handle to the left hand door is damaged

963

A pair of William IV rosewood pole screens with turned columns and triform bases raised on bun feet 150cm h
x 36cm w £50-75
Both the banners are missing tapestry, 1 has damage to the top and a section of veneer is missing to 1 of the
bases

964

A pair of Arts and Crafts style carved oak high back open arm throne chairs with solid seats raised on square
tapered supports with box framed stretcher £240-280
Some light scuff marks in places
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965

A Victorian mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in yellow material, raised on cabriole supports
£120-150

966

A 19th Century Japanese carved hardwood Fujiyama corner cabinet, the upper section with cupboard
enclosed by sliding doors above a recess, the base enclosed by sliding doors inlaid ivory panels of birds
114cm h x 63cm w 39cm d £150-200
Some light contact marks in places

967

A William IV circular snap top breakfast table raised on turned column and triform base with bun feet 79cm h x
135cm diam £80-120
There is water damage to the top and to the base

968

A pair of 19th Century Hepplewhite style mahogany slat back dining chairs with vase shaped slat backs and
upholstered drop in seats, raised on square tapered supports with H framed stretcher £30-40
Old damage and repair to the back of 1 of the chairs

969

A rectangular mahogany and glass table top display cabinet (key in office) 23cm h x 54cm w x 39cm d £40-40

970

A Victorian mahogany extending dining table with 2 extra leaves, raised on turned supports with brass caps
and casters 75cm h x 141cm w x 109cm l (x 229cm when extended) £200-300
The leaves are possibly later, there are some light scratches and marks to the top in places

971

A Victorian mahogany library bookcase with moulded cornice, the upper section fitted shelves enclosed by
glazed panelled doors, the base enclosed by double panelled doors with vitruvian scrolls to the sides 225cm h
x 162cm w x 47cm d £150-200

972

A 1920's octagonal bevelled plate wall mirror contained in an oak frame 75cm x 50cm £30-50
Some signs of deterioration to the silvering on the mirror

973

A Victorian carved oak hanging corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by a carved
panelled door 53cm h x 50cm w x 30cm d £30-50

974

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany dressing table with shield shaped mirror, fitted 2 glove drawers above 1 long
and 2 short drawers, raised on square tapered supports 179cm h 114cm w x 50cm d £50-75
Some water damage and ring marks to the top, some of the crossbanding is missing and the mirror is showing
signs of deterioration

975

A Georgian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long graduated drawers with oak linings and ivory escutcheons,
raised on bracket feet 102cm h x 122cm w x 56cm d £80-120
Some water damage to the top, 2 of the handles are replacements

976

A 19th Century rectangular pine refectory dining table raised on 4 columns with H framed stretcher 76cm h x
183cm l x 86cm w £100-150
1 column is chewed

977

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany corner chair with woven rush seat, raised on outswept supports with X framed
stretcher £40-60
Some sun bleaching

978

A mahogany kneehole desk with inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers with brass swan neck
drop handles 175cm h x 153cm w x 83cm d £150-200
The vinyl to the writing surface has damage in places

979

A Victorian mahogany show frame nursing chair upholstered in blue material £40-60
Split to the frame

980

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany wash stand with raised back and veined marble top, the base enclosed by
panelled doors 89cm h x 107cm w x 51cm d £50-75
Some damage to the right hand leg and 1 of the handles is damaged
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981

A 19th Century rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, the bow front
base fitted 3 drawers, raised on bun supports 66cm h x 59cm w x 23cm d £40-60
Some sun bleaching and ring marks, silvering to the mirror showing signs of deterioration

982

An 18th/19th Century Continental fruitwood table fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers with brass ring drop
handles, raised on square tapered supports 76cm h x 175cm w x 70cm d £300-500
Old but treated worm to the top and some ring marks

983

A Victorian rosewood and brass banded writing slope with hinged lid 12cm h x 30cm x 22cm £30-40
The brass plaque to the centre is missing and there is water damage

984

A Victorian carved walnut circular revolving adjustable piano stool, raised on 3 outswept supports £30-40

985

A Georgian oak dresser, the raised back fitted 3 shelves and with moulded cornice, the base fitted 3 drawers
with geometric mouldings and brass swan neck drop handles, raised on 4 turned and block supports 235cm x
190cm w x 48cm d ( photo centre pages ) £300-500
Some ring marks

986

A Victorian carved oak hall chair with shaped seat, raised on turned supports £40-60

987

A set of 6 elm spindle back dining chairs with upholstered drop in seats - 2 carvers, 4 standard £50-75
Frames are loose

988

A Georgian inlaid mahogany and crossbanded tea caddy with hinged lid, raised on bracket feet 17cm h x 23cm
w x 14cm d £40-60
Crossbanding to the top is missing, the interior is also missing

989

An 18th Century oak side table fitted a frieze drawer with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on bobbin
turned supports with X framed stretcher on bun feet 71cm h x 91cm w x 57cm d ( photo centre pages )
£150-200
Split to the top and some sun bleaching

990

An Edwardian octagonal mahogany 2 tier occasional table with undertier raised on cabriole supports 71cm h x
60cm w x 60cm d £30-50
Some ring marks to the top

991

A Victorian rectangular mahogany butler's tray on folding stand 80cm h x 76cm w x 50cm d £80-120
There is a split to the centre and some pitting to the top

992

A pair of Edwardian carved and pierced walnut nursing chairs with upholstered seats and backs raised on
turned supports together with a salon chair upholstered in different material (frame is loose) £50-75

993

A 1920's rectangular mahogany 2 tier tea trolley raised on turned supports with detachable tray 74cm h x
63cm w x 43cm d £40-60

994

A Georgian style oval plate mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame surmounted by a lidded urn with swag
decoration 70cm h x 81cm w £60-80
Some plaster missing to the right hand swag

995

A 17th/18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid 45cm h x 98cm w x 35cm d £120-160
Some pitting to the top

996

A 19th Century pine framed ottoman day bed with hinged lid, upholstered in poppy material 69cm h x 130cm l
x 60cm w £40-60

997

A 19th Century mahogany folding butler's tray 10cm h x 73cm w x 46cm d £50-75
There are ring marks to the top

998

A Victorian Howard style armchair upholstered in white material £40-60

999

A Victorian style shaped mahogany and crossbanded side table fitted a drawer, raised on turned and fluted
supports 75cm x 97cm x 47cm £40-60
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1000

An Edwardian Arts and Crafts mahogany stick and rail back carver chair with woven rush seat, raised on
turned supports, the back right hand leg impressed 182 £50-75
Some damage to the rushwork and a break to the right hand arm

1001

A 1920's carved oak Chinese opium coffee table with carved apron 32cm h x 112cm w x 49cm d £50-75

1002

A 19th Century rectangular Continental walnut side table fitted a drawer, raised on cup and cover supports with
Y framed stretcher 72cm x 90cm x 43cm £80-120
The Y framed stretcher to the base has an associated bowl shaped finial to the centre

1003

A 1930's club style oak framed armchair upholstered in black rexine £50-75

1004

A Victorian mahogany dressing table with 3/4 gallery, fitted 1 long and 3 short drawers with tore handle, raised
on turned supports 82cm h x 111cm w x 52cm d £50-75
Small hole to the left hand of the gallery, the lock is missing

1005

A carved oak double corner cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice and arcaded decoration enclosed
by carved arch panelled door, fitted a drawer above a panelled door 175cm h x 71cm w x 43cm d £30-50

1006

A Victorian mahogany kneehole desk with inset leather writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers 78cm
h x 120cm w x 53cm d £50-75
This desk is in one section, a small section of beading is missing to the left hand pedestal in 2 places

1007

A pair of 19th Century mahogany bar back dining chairs with shaped mid rail and over stuffed seats, raised on
turned supports £30-50
Frames are loose

1008

A nest of 3 Edwardian oval inlaid mahogany interfitting coffee tables 74cm h x 65cm w x 44cm d, 70cm h x
50cm w x 40cm d and 69cm h x 43cm w x 34cm d £30-50
There are some scratches and dents in places

1009

A set of Victorian oak metamorphic library steps £40-60
There is very slight damage to the top rung

1010

A 19th Century French Kingwood escritoire of serpentine outline and with veined marble top, fitted 1 long
drawer above a secretaire and 3 long drawers with gilt metal mounts 133cm h x 70cm w x 40cm d £120-160
Sections of veneer are missing to the sides and to the back right hand leg

1011

An Empire style carved wood and gilt painted window seat upholstered in red material 182cm h x 153cm w x
65cm d £120-150
There is wear to the upholstery

1012

A 19th Century style rectangular plate pier mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 105cm h x 56cm w
£40-60

1013

A 19th Century carved oak hall chair with pierced vase shaped slat back and solid seat, raised on square
supports £30-50

1014

A Macintosh style Arts and Crafts oak open arm chair of joined construction, the seat and back upholstered
leather £100-150
This chair is in barn condition, the leather is damaged and the arms are weathered

1015

Heales, mid 20th Century, a set of four Danish Rosengren Hansen bar back rosewood dining chairs, the seats
and backs upholstered in rexine, raised on turned supports £80-120

1016

A 1930's octagonal bevelled plate hall mirror contained in an oak frame 67cm x 52cm £30-50
The silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration and 1 roundel to the right hand bottom edge is
missing
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1017

A H Mcintosh & Company Ltd, a 1970's rosewood extending dining table raised on turned supports with 2
concealed extra leaves 74cm h x 91cm w x 62cm l x 237 cm when extended, the underside of the frame is
marked April 1972 and 1 leaf marked patent no. 1012786 £100-150
There are several scratches to the top

1018

A Chippendale style plate wall mirror contained in a gilt hardwood frame surmounted by a figure of an eagle
97cm h x 133cm £100-150

1019

A mid 20th Century rosewood and oak sideboard, fitted 5 trays enclosed by a tambour shutter, raised on
square supports 74cm h x 204cm w x 51cm d £80-120
The top is heavily scratched and marked in places

1020

Kai Kristiansen Tables Factory Vildbjerg Mobelfabrik , a mid 20th Century nest of 3 teak interfitting coffee
tables 42cm h x 62cm w x 35cm d, 39cm h x 58cm w x 35cm and 37cm h x 53cm w x 35cm d £80-120
All have contact marks, the smallest having scratches and ring marks to the top

1021

A Danish mid 20th Century rosewood oval extending dining table with 2 extra leaves, raised on square
supports with U shaped base 73cm h x 108cm w 162cm l x 273cm l when extended £100-150
The top has water and sun damage

1022

A 19th Century Continental cream painted pine range of 102 shallow drawers 178cm h x 302cm w x 30cm d
£400-500
There is damage to the front of some of the drawers

1023

A slatted hardwood and metal garden bench 76cm h x 291cm w x 51cm d £100-150

1024

Mid Century, AM Mobler model 501, a set of 6 Danish paper cord and teak bar back dining chairs, the
stretchers marked AM 501, Denmark ( photo centre pages ) £300-500
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